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Abstract
Explainable question answering systems not only predict an answer,
but also provide an explanation why it has been selected. Current
work predominantly focuses on the evaluation and development of
new models around established metrics such as F1 . We argue that
this constitutes a distorted incentive and limits the exploration of explainability methods as the ultimate measure of performance should
not be F1 but the value that the system adds for a human. In this thesis, we analyze two baseline models trained on the HotpotQA data
set, which provides explanations in the form of a selection of supporting facts from Wikipedia articles. We identify two weaknesses: (i) the
models predict facts to be irrelevant but still include them into their
answer and (ii) the models do not use facts for answering the question
although they report them to be relevant. Based on these shortcomings, we propose two methods to quantify how strongly a system’s
answer is coupled to its explanation based on (i) how robust the system’s answer prediction is against the removal of facts it predicts to
be (ir)relevant and (ii) the location of the answer span. In order to address the identified weaknesses, we present (i) a novel neural network
architecture that guarantees that no facts which are predicted to be
irrelevant are used in the answer prediction, (ii) a post-hoc heuristic
that reduces the number of unused facts and (iii) a regularization term
that explicitly couples the prediction of answer and explanation. We
show that our methods improve performance on our proposed metrics
and assess them within an online study. Even though our methods
only reach slight improvements on standard metrics, they all improve
various human measures such as decision correctness and certainty,
supporting our claim that F1 alone is not suited to evaluate explainability. The regularized model even surpasses the ground truth condition regarding helpfulness and certainty. We analyze how strongly
different metrics are linked to human measures and find that our
metrics outperform all evaluated standard metrics, suggesting they
provide a valuable addition to automatized explainability evaluation.
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Zusammenfassung
Erklärbare Systeme zur automatischen Beantwortung von Fragen bieten Nutzern über die Antwort hinaus auch eine Erklärung warum diese
ausgewählt wurde. Die gegenwärtige Forschung fokussiert sich bei der
Evaluation und der Entwicklung neuer Systeme hierbei vorwiegend
auf etablierte Metriken wie F1 . Wir behaupten, dass dies einen falschen Anreiz setzt und die Entdeckung neuer Methoden einschränkt,
da ein System schlussendlich nicht mit einer Metrik wie F1 , sondern
nach seinem Mehrwert für dessen Nutzer bewertet werden sollte. In
dieser Masterarbeit analysieren wir zwei auf dem HotpotQA Datensatz trainierte Modelle. Dieser Datensatz enthält zu jeder Antwort
eine Erklärung in Form einer Auswahl an Sätzen aus Wikipedia. Wir
identifizieren zwei Modellschwächen: (i) die Modelle markieren Sätze nicht als relevant und verwenden diese trotzdem für ihre Antwort
und (ii) die Modelle verwenden Sätze, die sie als relevant markieren,
nicht für ihre Antwort. Basierend auf dieser Beobachtung führen wir
zwei Methoden zur Quantifizierung der Kopplung zwischen der Antwort und der Erklärung eines Systems ein. Diese basieren auf (i) der
Robustheit der Antwortvorhersage gegenüber der Entfernung von als
(ir)relevant markierten Sätzen und (ii) der Antwortposition. Bezüglich
der festgestellten Modellschwächen präsentieren wir (i) eine neuronale
Netzwerkarchitektur, die garantiert, dass als irrelevant gekennzeichtnete Sätze nicht in der Antwortvorhersage verwendet werden, (ii) eine
Heuristik zur nachträglichen Entfernung nichtbenutzer Sätze aus der
Erklärung und (iii) einen Regularisationsterm zur expliziten Kopplung von Antwort und Erklärung. Wir zeigen, dass unsere Ansätze
die Leistung der Modelle bezüglich unserer Metriken verbessern und
evaluieren die Modelle zusätzlich im Rahmen einer Onlinestudie. Obwohl alle unserer Methoden nur zu leichten Verbesserungen der Standardmetriken führen, stellen wir für alle unsere Modelle eine Verbesserung des Nutzerverhaltens bzgl. dem Anteil korrekter Modelleinschätzungen und der Entscheidungssicherheit fest. Eines unserer Modelle
erreicht sogar höhere wahrgenommene Nützlichkeits- und Entschei-
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dungssicherheitswerte als die im Datensatz als ideal annotierten Antworten und Erklärungen. Über dies hinaus analysieren wir wie stark
die in der Studie gemessenen Werte mit verschiedenen Modellmetriken zusammenhängen und stellen einen stärkeren Zusammenhang zu
unseren Metriken als zu allen anderen ausgewerteten Metriken fest.
Dies legt nahe, dass unsere Metriken einen zusätzlichen Nutzen in der
automatischen Evaluation von Erklärbarkeit bieten.

iii
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Introduction

Explainable question answering systems predict an answer and additionally
provide an explanation why it has been selected. Despite the undeniable
importance of human factors to such systems, current work predominantly
considers pure system performance on pre-defined test sets instead of human ratings. In this thesis, we shift focus to analyse and improve explainable
question answering models from the perspective of human evaluation. We
(i) introduce new proxy metrics to uncover model weaknesses that remain
invisible using standard metrics such as F1 , (ii) contribute solutions to these
weaknesses on an architectural, cost function and algorithmic level, (iii) show
that our models mitigate overestimation of the models’ performance and increase user certainty within a human evaluation with 50 participants, (iv)
study the relation between automatized and human evaluation metrics, confirming the usefulness of our proposed proxy metrics as additional model
selection criteria beyond F1 .

1.1 Motivation
In this section we clarify our understanding of explainability, how it is related
to interpretability and why it is an essential aspect of the future of artificial
intelligence.
1.1.1

Why Explanations?

Whenever a user receives a prediction by an automatic system (e.g. the response to a question posed to a search engine or the classification of an X-ray
scan into cancer or no cancer), the user has to assess whether she can rely on
the system’s response. Whereas following a bad recommendation in a shopping system might be rather harmless, relying on a wrong prediction of a
clinical decision support system can have catastrophic implications. In these
situations, it is vital to sharpen the users’ understanding of how the model
1

arrived at its prediction and why or why not it can be relied on. To this end,
explanations should provide a second representation of the model’s decision
that reveals how the model came to that decision, which parts of the input
it focuses on, how certain it is and, ultimately, whether it can be trusted.
This also aims at uncovering potential discriminatory biases, that have been
found in numerous machine learning systems, including gender and racial discrimination (Bolukbasi et al., 2016; Angwin et al., 2016). Apart from from
ethical considerations, the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation grants a right to explanation by law (Regulation, 2016; Goodman and
Flaxman, 2017).
Despite these reasons in favor of explainable AI, it is worth noting that
there are opposing views whether explainability can be achieved or should
even be pursued (Jones, 2018; Simonite, 2018; Miller, 2019a).
1.1.2

Why Question Answering?

Question answering is the task of automatically providing an answer to a
natural language question such as “In which country is Normandy located?”,
expecting the model to answer with “France”. This task is especially interesting from an explainability perspective as it poses an open research challenge
and it usually is addressed with (neural) black box models that do not reveal
their inner workings. Further, question answering is typically used by humans
directly as opposed to more technical tasks such as named entity recognition
or dependency parsing, which normally are integrated into a bigger pipeline
of machine learning models. This proximity to the users allows us to directly
evaluate the impact of the system’s explanations on their behavior.

1.2 Contributions
In this thesis we contribute novel metrics to evaluate explainable question
answering, methods to improve existing models and a human evaluation with
2

50 participants. We show that our models surpass a baseline model on multiple human measures, even when they are inferior with respect to standard
metrics such as F1 and provide evidence that our evaluation approaches provide information about human behavior beyond standard metrics.
Metrics

We identify the silent integration of information and the inclusion

of unused information into the model’s explanation as two classes of prediction mistakes that are crucial to explainable question answering. In order to
quantify these, we propose two sets of metrics to evaluate explainable question answering models. In contrast to standard evaluation metrics, which
evaluate answer and explanation prediction separately, our metrics consider
the degree to which the two are coupled. The first set of metrics is based
on the removal of information the model predicts to be (ir)relevant for its
answer, the second set of metrics is focused on the location of the model’s answer within the text. We compare our metrics to standard metrics and show
that, within the human evaluation, our metrics show a stronger relation to
human measures.
Methods Based on the identified weaknesses, we propose three approaches.
First, we introduce a novel neural network architecture that guarantees that
no information, which the model marks as irrelevant, is used within the
model’s answer prediction. Second, we present a post-hoc heuristic that reduces the number of unused information within the model’s explanation.
Third, we augment the cost function that is used to train the model with
a regularization term that explicitly couples answer and fact prediction. We
show that all our methods improve model performance regarding our proposed metrics.
Human Evaluation We assess all of our proposed methods within an
online study and compare their performance to a baseline model as well as
the ground truth answers and explanations. We discuss the models’ effects on
3

numerous human measures such as correct judgment of the model predictions’
correctness, certainty, completion time or trust. We find that although each
of our models is inferior to the baseline with respect to multiple standard
metrics, all of them improve the users’ correctness and certainty ratings while
the regularization method even exceeds the helpfulness and certainty ratings
of the ground truth answers and explanations.

1.3 Structure
We give a short overview over related work on general explainability methods and explainability methods related to natural language processing in
Section 2. Section 3 introduces the data set and baseline models we build
our work upon. In Section 4, we identify three weaknesses in the models’
answer-explanation coupling and derive two novel methods to quantify it.
We propose one solution for each of these weaknesses in Section 5 and discuss their performance in Section 6. We dedicate Section 7 to the human
evaluation of our three solutions along with a baseline model and an ideal
model. In Section 8, we summarize the main findings of this thesis and propose directions for future work.

2

Related Work

Research on explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) started over four decades
ago (Shortliffe and Buchanan, 1975; Swartout, 1983) and is yet receiving
an ever increasing amount of attention in research and media over the last
years. This section seeks to clarify how XAI can be defined, which forms
explanations can take, how they effect human behaviour and which resources
and approaches exist regarding natural language processing.

4

2.1 Explainability and Explanations
2.1.1

Interpretability and Explainability

Many terms are used to describe related and sometimes even identical concepts in the field of what nowadays is most often referred to as explainable
artificial intelligence (XAI).1 For the scope of this thesis, we borrow the following working definitions from Biran and Cotton (2017) and Miller (2019b).
They define a (machine learning) system to be interpretable if a human can
understand its functioning by either introspection of the system (e.g. rules
of a rule-based classifier) or with the help of a produced explanation (e.g.
a textual explanation) (Biran and Cotton, 2017). Some authors distinguish
interpretability from explainability (Gilpin et al., 2018; Rudin, 2019) and
might argue that (parts of) the approaches discussed in this thesis fall under the umbrella of interpretability and not explainability. We follow Miller
(2019b) and use the terms explainability and interpretability synonymously.
2.1.2

Types of Explainability Methods

Methods designed for explainability can be categorized along multiple dimensions. Molnar (2019) suggests the following four:
Local vs. Global

A local explanation method explains why a single model

prediction was made (e.g. why a particular image is classified as showing a
dog). A global explanation method refers to the entire model behaviour and
provides a holistic perspective on its decision making (e.g. which features
interact). In this thesis we address local explanations.
Model-Specific vs. Model-Agnostic

A model-specific method can only

be applied to a certain model class (e.g. to all neural networks using CNNs).
A model-agnostic method is applicable to every prediction model (e.g. also
1

e.g. explainability, interpretability, transparency, comprehensibility or intelligibility.
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decision trees). In this thesis, we explore a model-specific method, that is
part of the model itself.
Intrinsic vs. Post-Hoc

An intrinsic explanation emerges from introspec-

tion of an interpretable model such as a decision tree.2 The bare prediction
process (e.g. the path along binary decisions in a tree) is the explanation,
there is no additional explanation generation. In contrast, a post-hoc explanation is generated additionally to the model prediction on a trained model.
The models we present in this thesis explicitly generate an explanation along
with the answer prediction.
Explanation Modality The output of the explanation method can take
various forms. For example it might be a textual explanation (Camburu
et al., 2018) or a saliency map over a picture (Babiker and Goebel, 2017).
It also can be numeric, e.g. quantifying feature importance (Ribeiro et al.,
2016). Further, the explanation might also be a reference to the training data
points that the model identified as important for predicting the given data
point (Chen et al., 2019). Finally, an explanation can also be a multimodal
combination such as presented in their work of Park et al. (2018) on visual
question answering, where the explanation consist out of a generated text
along a saliency map on the input image, pointing to the important regions.
Note that we slightly differ from Molnar (2019) regarding this dimension. In
this thesis, we discuss models that provide textual explanations by selecting
explaining sentences from a context.
2.1.3

Advantages and Disadvantages of Explanations

Explanations can increase the acceptance of automatic systems (Herlocker
et al., 2000; Cramer et al., 2008), improve user satisfaction and confidence
2

Note that there is no consensus on which model classes can be considered to be in-

terpretable or not. Linear models and decision trees are often counted as interpretable
models while deep neural models are the prototype of black boxes.
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(Sinha and Swearingen, 2002; Biran and McKeown, 2017) and empower the
user’s ability to assess whether the system prediction is correct (Biran and
McKeown, 2017; Kim et al., 2016). These effects have been observed for
different domains and models and cannot readily be generalized across those.
However, they showcase the advantages that explanations can provide to the
user.
On the contrary, explanations can lead to both, an overestimation (Bilgic and Mooney, 2005; Bussone et al., 2015) as well as an underestimation
(Nourani et al., 2019) of the system’s performance by the user. Thereby, they
can cause a loss of trust in the system, which is hard to regain (Hoffman et al.,
2013). Further, the cost of viewing the explanations can outweigh their anticipated benefit (Bunt et al., 2012). Just like the beneficial effects, these effects
depend on the domain and the system type and should be assessed with a
human evaluation whenever explanations are added to a system in order to
actually improve user’s interaction with it.
Explainability is sometimes claimed to come at the cost of performance
(Gunning, 2017; Dam et al., 2018), which is also reflected in political concerns regarding explainability and accountability (Doshi-Velez et al., 2017).
In contrast, there exists direct counter argumentation (Rudin, 2019) and
experimental evidence (for a specific model type) (Lakkaraju et al., 2016)
against such a hypothetical explainability-performance trade-off.

2.2 Explanations in Natural Language Processing
Explainable AI methods and natural language can be found in various combinations. First, language can only be the input medium while the explanation
takes another form such as importance weights per word (Ribeiro et al.,
2016). Second, the explanations can be textual, while the input can either be
textual as well (Liu et al., 2019) or be of a different kind such as an image
(Hendricks et al., 2018). Methods with textual explanations can further be
distinguished into text generation methods Camburu et al. (2018) and text
7

selection methods (Yang et al., 2018).
Besides the broad range of methods, there also exist numerous applications in NLP, that have been addressed from an explainability perspective.
Applications range from entailment (Camburu et al., 2018) over machine
translation (Stahlberg et al., 2018), semantic similarity (Agirre et al., 2016),
stance detection and sentiment classification (Clos et al., 2017) to question
answering (Yang et al., 2018).
In this thesis we will focus on explainable question answering. We use
the HotpotQA data set by Yang et al. (2018) in which an explanation
corresponds to a selection of sentences from a given context. We detail the
task setting, data set properties and existing baseline models in the following
section.

3

Data and Baseline Setting

3.1 Data Set
The HotpotQA data set is an explainable multi-hop reasoning question
answering data set containing 113k questions together with answers and explanations in the form of supporting facts (i.e. sentences) from Wikipedia
articles. The data set is split into 90.564 training examples, 7.405 development examples and 14810 test examples.3 The test data is not public, models
can be evaluated on it using the Codalab interface.
Each data set instance contains a question and the answer to that question
as well as the supporting facts that explain the answer. All questions are
multi-hop questions. This means that the answer can only be derived using a
combination of multiple facts, which are referred to as the supporting facts.
These facts are always distributed over exactly two Wikipedia paragraphs
3

Containing 7.405 examples each for the distractor test data set and the fullwiki test

data set, which are discussed below.
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whereas the number of required facts from each of the two can vary. For
example a question might require the combination of three facts from the
first paragraph and one fact from the second.
In HotpotQA two types of information combination are distinguished:
(i) bridge questions for which a bridge entity has to be retrieved, e.g. “When
was the singer and songwriter of Radiohead born?” requires the model to
first find out who that person is and then extract the information about his
birthday and (ii) comparison questions that directly compare two entities, e.g.
“Who has played for more NBA teams, Michael Jordan or Kobe Bryant?”.4
The answer is either yes, no or – predominantly – a span from the context
input.
For prediction, a context (i.e. a set of Wikipedia paragraphs) is passed
to the model. There exist two different settings in the data set. First, in the
distractor setting, the model is given a context of ten Wikipedia paragraphs
of which only two contain the relevant facts and the other paragraphs distract
the model. In a real world setting, this corresponds to evaluating the model
in a pipeline of information retrieval and question answering. Second, the
fullwiki setting does not provide such article preselection. Instead, the context
consists of all Wikipedia paragraphs in the data set (i.e. the full wiki) and
the model has to handle the information retrieval itself. As we focus on
explainability rather than information retrieval, we choose to work on the
distractor setting for the scope of this thesis. Figure 1 shows an example of a
question-answer-context-supporting-fact tuple with a bridge-type question.

3.2 Evaluation Metrics
A prediction on HotpotQA consists of two parts: the answer (yes/no /span)
and a set of selected supporting facts from the context. Thus, we need an
evaluation for each of the two parts.
4

Examples taken from Yang et al. (2018).
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question

context
...

"I Saw Her Again" was co-written by
what Canadian singer born in 1940?

input

answer

supporting facts
"I Saw Her Again" is a pop song recorded by the
U.S. vocal group the Mamas & the Papas in 1966.

Dennis Gerrard Stephen Doherty

output

Co-written by band members John Phillips and Denny
Doherty [...].
Dennis Gerrard Stephen Doherty (November 29,
1940–January 19, 2007) was a Canadian singer,
songwriter, musician and actor.

Figure 1: Example instance from the HotpotQA development data set.
For the answer evaluation, Yang et al. (2018) follow previous work of
Rajpurkar et al. (2016) and use:
• Exact match (EM): The fraction of answers that exactly match the
annotated answer.5
• F1 on token level: Each token of the predicted answer that also occurs
in the annotated answer is counted as a true positive TP, each token
that does not appear in the annotated answer as a false positive FP.
Tokens that appear in the annotated answer, but are not predicted are
counted as false negatives FN. Precision P and recall R are calculated
as
TP
TP + FP
TP
R=
.
TP + FN
P=

(1)
(2)

The standard combination of precision and recall is their harmonic
5

Yang et al. (2018) ignore articles and whitespaces.
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mean F1 defined as
F1 =

2·P·R
.
P+R

(3)

For the evaluation of the supporting facts Yang et al. (2018) use EM and
F1 as well. An exact match is achieved if the set of predicted facts equals
the set of annotated supporting facts. F1 is defined on fact level (i.e. instead
of considering single tokens as before, we now calculate P and R on facts).
Throughout this thesis we will use answer-F1 and answer-EM to refer to the
answer metrics and SP-F1 and SP-EM to denote the metrics on the supporting fact predictions. Precision and recall values are denoted accordingly.
Given the metrics for answer evaluation and the metrics for the evaluation
of the supporting facts, Yang et al. (2018) define the respective joint metrics
as
joint-P = answer-P · SP-P,

(4)

joint-R = answer-R · SP-R,

(5)

joint-F1 =

2 · joint-P · joint-R
,
joint-P + joint-R

joint-EM = answer-EM · SP-EM.

(6)
(7)

Each metric is first calculated per instance and then averaged across the data
set.

3.3 Baseline Models
Throughout this thesis we extend and compare two baseline models. The
first baseline is the model that Yang et al. (2018) present and publish along
with the HotpotQA data set. We refer to this model as the baseline. The
second model is an improved version of the baseline, that was used as the
question answering component of the GoldEn Retriever system by Qi et al.
(2019). We refer to it as the refined baseline.
11

yes/no/span
end logits

answer prediction

start logits
context representation

relevant fact
prediction

supporting
fact probabilities

encoding

context

question

Figure 2: High-level architecture of the baseline models. The green-blue block
corresponds to the joint encoding for fact and answer prediction.
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Both models share the same high-level architecture depicted in Figure 2.
The context (i.e. the paragraphs) and the question are jointly encoded. Afterwards, the resulting representation is used to predict which facts are supporting facts, i.e. assigning a probability of being relevant to each fact. An
intermediate representation of this prediction is passed on and concatenated
with the output of the encoding. This is the context representation that is
fed into the answer prediction block. This block outputs a probability distribution over the three possible answer types (yes/no/ span), a probability
distribution over the tokens of all paragraphs that assigns the probability of
being the start token and the respective end token distribution.
The following subsections describe how this high-level architecture is realized in the baseline and which modifications were made in the refined baseline.
3.3.1

Baseline: BiDAF++

Yang et al. (2018) build their model based on the BiDAF++ reading comprehension architecture proposed by Clark and Gardner (2018), which in
turn builds upon the Bi-Directional Attention Flow (BiDAF) model by Seo
et al. (2016). Figure 3 shows the components of the architecture implementation from Yang et al. (2018) grouped into high-level components based upon
their own model depiction. We additionally include the linear layer used in
the relevant fact prediction into the figure.
The paragraphs as well as the question are encoded using a pretrained
word embedding and a character embedding that is aggregated using a convolutional neural network (CNN).6 Weights are shared for question and context encoding. The context and the question representations are passed to
a bi-attention layer, followed by a recurrent neural network (RNN) and a
self-attention layer.The attention layers outputs are combined using a resid6

Despite mentioning a RNN in their paper, the implementation of Yang et al. (2018)

is using a CNN.
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Figure 3: Model details of the baseline model.
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ual connection.7 The resulting encoding is fed to a RNN. The RNN’s output
is passed into a linear layer to predict supporting fact logits. Additionally,
the RNN output is concatenated with the output of the self-attention layer.
This representation is followed by a cascade of RNNs and linear layers that
output start token logits, end token logits and, finally, the answer type.
As no model weights are published, we train a model using the official
HotpotQA code release.8 The model achieves 57.30% answer-F1 regarding
on the distractor dev data, which is close to the 58.28% answer-F1 reported
by Yang et al. (2018). Regarding fact relevance prediction, the replicated
model reaches 68.02% SP-F1 , which is higher than the 66.66 SP-F1 reported
in the paper. A comparison of all available metrics can be found in the left
part of Table 1.
3.3.2

Refined Baseline: GoldEN Retriever

Qi et al. (2019) modify the baseline model in several ways. Instead of processing the concatenated context, which can be sensitive to the order of
paragraphs, they process each paragraph separately with a shared RNN. The
bi-attention layer in the encoding is replaced with a self-attention layer. Context and question tokens are distinguished by appending either a zero or a
one to the character and word embedding. The resulting model is depicted in
Figure 4. We evaluate the model performance using (i) the published model
weights and (ii) a retrained model. The two models reach comparable performance across all metrics and both outperform the baseline model described
in Section 3.3.1. The exact measures are shown in Table 1. As the model is
used within the GoldEN retriever system, Qi et al. (2019) do only report
the performance of the whole system and no separate performance scores on
the distractor dev set.
7

In contrast to their description in the paper, the residual connection in the encoding

block is actually located after and not before the self-attention layer in the implementation.
8
https://github.com/hotpotqa/hotpot
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Baseline

Refined Baseline

Metric

Paper

Retrained

Public

Retrained

Answer-EM

44.44

43.74

50.40

49.48

Answer-F1

58.28

57.30

63.71

63.76

Answer-P

-

59.76

66.49

66.26

Answer-R

-

58.74

64.92

65.52

SP-EM

21.95

24.54

41.47

39.81

SP-F1

66.66

68.02

78.58

79.34

SP-P

-

69.86

79.43

78.01

SP-R

-

72.90

82.16

85.26

Joint-EM

11.56

12.83

25.04

22.28

Joint-F1

40.86

41.12

53.00

52.51

Joint-P

-

43.43

55.30

53.33

Joint-R

-

45.44

56.46

57.92

Table 1: Overview of replicated and published model performances on the
distractor dev data set. The performances from left to right correspond to:
the reported performance by Yang et al. (2018), the measured performance of
our retrained baseline, the measured performance of the refined baseline with
the public model weights by Qi et al. (2019) and the measured performance
of the respective retrained model.
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4

Model Analysis Beyond F1

4.1 Motivation
The HotpotQA leaderboard compares models based on exact match and
F1 -scores on the answer, supporting fact and joint level.9 EM and F1 are reasonable and well-established metrics for question answering and fact retrieval.
However, we argue that assessing a model for this task should additionally
take into account to which extend the prediction of answer and explanation
are coupled. We present two approaches of measuring such coupling. First,
we assess how robust the model’s answer predictions are with respect to the
removal of facts. Second, we consider from which part of text the model takes
its answer rather than judging it on the bare string value only.10 This section
identifies two model malfunctions along with example predictions, discusses
our methods of quantifying these and reports the corresponding results on
three baseline models presented in Section 3.3.

4.2 Observations: Silent Integration and Unused Facts
We identify two weaknesses in the models’ answer-explanation relation through
manual model prediction review.
Silent Integration of Facts In some cases, the baseline models make use
of facts but do not report them as relevant. An obvious special case of silent
fact integration is the model choosing answer spans from facts which the
models claim to be irrelevant as shown in the example prediction in Table 2.
We discuss more subtle cases in Section 4.3.
No Usage of Seemingly Relevant Facts Opposite to the latter mistake,
the models also report facts to be relevant without making use of them in
9
10

https://hotpotqa.github.io/
regarding span type predictions.
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Question

What institution does 2017 Texas Tech Red Raiders baseball
team and Dan Law Field at Rip Griffin Park have in common?

Answer

Big 12 Conference (correct answer: Texas Tech University)

Fact prediction

(2017 Texas Tech Red Raiders baseball team) The 2017 Texas
Tech Red Raiders baseball team represents Texas Tech University during the 2017 NCAA Division I baseball season.
(Dan Law Field at Rip Griffin Park) Dan Law Field at Rip
Griffin Park, nicknamed “The Law”, is the home stadium of
the Texas Tech Red Raiders baseball team in Lubbock, Texas.

Hidden Fact

(2017 Texas Tech Red Raiders baseball team) The Red
Raiders play their home games at Dan Law Field at Rip Griffin Park as a member of the Big 12 Conference.

Table 2: Example of silent integration of facts. The model answers with a
string that is not part of the facts the model predicted to be relevant (prediction of the retrained refined baseline model).
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Question

What classical music written by a Russian composer did Sia
heavily sample?

Answer

Montagues and Capulets (correct answer)

Fact prediction

(Taken for Granted) It was written by Sia and produced by
Nigel Corsbie and heavily samples from Sergei Prokofiev’s
’Montagues and Capulets’
(Montagues and Capulets) Montagues and Capulets is a
work of classical music written by Russian composer Sergei
Prokofiev.
(American classical music) American classical music
is music written in the United States in the European
classical music tradition.

Table 3: Example of unused facts predicted to be relevant. The boldfaced
fact is irrelevant to the human reasoning process (prediction of the baseline
model).
their reasoning process. An example of this weakness is shown in Table 3.
One may object that we cannot know whether the model does not include
the fact into its reasoning as we do not know how the model reasons. While
this is a valid point, we oppose that it ultimately does not matter. If the
model includes a fact into some reasoning process that cannot be understood
by humans, this process fails to be explainable and is thus unreasonable to
the user.
We now identified two undesirable model traits on a qualitative level.
However, we still do not know whether the discussed examples are special
cases or if they represent systematic problems within the models’ inner workings. Therefore, our next step is to quantify the two phenomena.
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4.3 Analysis by Fact Removal
In this section we discuss metrics for the silent fact integration problem as
well as the reporting of unused facts problem under a joint methodological
umbrella. Therefore, we first consider how a model should include facts into
its reasoning and how an ideal model would perform in two different fact
removal scenarios. Finally, we discuss the performance of our baseline models.
4.3.1

Motivation

Given a question, the model seeks to (a) return the correct answer and
(b) correctly predict which facts of the given context (i.e. sentences from
Wikipedia) are relevant to answer the question. Thus, the model has to select a subset of the context as supporting information. On the one hand
this subset ideally contains all information that is needed to construct the
model’s reasoning chain from the answer to the question. On the other hand,
it should contain no information that the model does not incorporate in its
reasoning about the answer. We aim at ensuring that the supporting facts
reflect the model’s reasoning from question to answer. From this perspective, it does not matter whether the model answer is correct or the predicted
facts correspond to the annotated ground truth facts. Instead, our goal is to
probe the model’s reasoning process and assess whether it follows intuitive
presuppositions.
Before we turn to our actual approach, we first consider the behavior
of an ideal model. This model always returns exactly the supporting facts,
which it relies on when selecting its answer to the question. It follows that:
(a) Assuming there is no redundant information in the facts: The model’s
reasoning chain will break if any fact that the model labels as relevant
is removed from the context.
(b) The model’s reasoning will not be effected if any fact that the model
labels as irrelevant is removed.
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This results in the ideal model behaviour depicted Figure 5 and Figure 6.
Figure 5 shows the evolution of answer accuracy and percentage of answer
changes in dependence of the removal of facts the model considers to be
relevant. Figure 6 displays the respective measures regarding facts the model
considers to be irrelevant.

flipbase
answer accuracy

changed answers

accmax

accbase
0

0

1
2
# removed facts

k

0

(a) Percentage of changed answers.

1
2
# removed facts

k

(b) Answer accuracy.

Figure 5: Behaviour of an ideal model when removing facts the model considers to be relevant (assuming no redundancy between facts).

The HotpotQA data violates the assumption of no redundant information as for example names of persons or cities are frequently repeated within
Wikipedia articles. Regarding (a) we argue, that the removal of a sufficient
number of facts the model labels as relevant (instead of only one) still causes
an ideal model’s reasoning to collapse and results in a change of answer as
the model can no longer retrieve the answer from the removed fact. In the
case of (b), the model’s answer always stays the same.
So far we only considered an ideal model. For non-ideal models, we argue
that a model’s deviation from the described ideal behavior model can be used
as an indicator for the model’s degree of explainability.
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(a) Percentage of changed answers.
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1
2
# removed facts
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(b) Answer accuracy.

Figure 6: Behaviour of an ideal model when removing facts the model considers to be irrelevant. The left plot shows zero answer changes for all k.
4.3.2

Results

We compare three models: the baseline (as described in Section 3.3.1), the
refined baseline with the public weights and the refined baseline with our
retrained weights (as described in Section 3.3.2). We consider the two types
of removals (a) facts the model labeled to be relevant and (b) facts the model
labeled to be irrelevant. For both methods, we remove facts in decreasing
order of their predicted relevance.
Relevant Fact Removal Figure 7 compares the three models when we remove an increasing number of facts the models predict be relevant. Figure 7a
shows the percentage of answers that changed due to the fact removal. We
observe that throughout all numbers of removed facts the baseline changes
the least amount of answers, while the two versions of the refined baseline
show a higher amount of decision flips. The same effect can be observed for
the decrease in accuracy shown in Figure 7b. Recall that we claim that a
steep decrease in accuracy and a steep increase in answer changes are desirable. Across all models, the decrease of overall answer accuracy can be
attributed to the model’s declining performance on span type answers while
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Figure 7: Effects of removing facts the model predicts to be relevant in order
of decreasing predicted relevance.
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Figure 8: Accuracy per predicted answer type for increasing number of removed facts that the model predicts to be relevant. The plot shows values of
the public refined baseline, the other two models show the same behavior.
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its performance on its yes and no answers decreases only slightly for the first
two removal steps as shown for the refined baseline in Figure 8. The other
two models exhibit the same behavior.
Irrelevant Fact Removal The effect of removing facts the models claim
to be irrelevant is depicted in Figure 9. Figure 9a shows that the baseline
changes the most answer predictions, which corresponds to the highest loss
in accuracy as shown in Figure 9b. While both refined baseline versions show
lower amounts of answer changes11 and decrease in accuracy, the refined
baseline with retrained weights shows notably less decision flips and a slightly
lower loss in accuracy.
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Figure 9: Effects of removing facts the model predicts to be irrelevant in
order of decreasing predicted relevance.

4.3.3

Discussion

These results indicate that, among the three models, the baseline model has
the lowest coherence between answer and relevant fact prediction because (a)
removing facts it claims to be relevant changes the least amount of answers
11

with one exception: The refined baseline model with public weights has a slightly

higher amount of changes answers for the removal of one fact.
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(b) removing facts it claims to be irrelevant leads to the largest number of
changed answers and decrease of accuracy.
In Section 7.5.3 we find that the metrics related to the amount of changed
answers show the strongest correlation with human evaluation measures
across all tested metrics, including EM and F1 .

4.4 Analysis of Answer Span Location
In this section we present our second proxy metric. While the fact removal
analysis addressed both classes of model weaknesses (silent incorporation
and unused facts), this method addresses one extreme case of silent fact
incorporation, which is the selection of the answer span from a fact that is
predicted to be irrelevant. In the following we give a motivation for such
a metric and detail how we define being outside a fact that is labeled as
relevant. Thereafter, we compare the baseline models with regard to the
metric.
4.4.1

Motivation

The example in Table 2 shows how the baseline models can select answer
spans outside facts they report to be relevant. This violates human intuition
about the models’ reasoning process. We consider possible span locations the
models can choose an answer string from and distinguish four cases:
1. The answer string is located inside a fact that the model predicts to be
relevant and it is not part of an article title.
2. The answer string is located inside or is the title of a Wikipedia article
and can thus not be attributed to one single fact. We treat this case as
a special case that neither is inside nor outside a fact.
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3. The answer string is located inside a fact that is predicted to be irrelevant and it is not part of an article a title. We further distinguish two
subcases here:
(a) The string of the answer span occurs identically inside a fact that
is predicted as relevant. This means the answer string occurs multiple times in the documents and one instance of it occurs in a
relevant fact although the actually selected span selection does
not.
(b) The string of the answer span does not occur identically in any
fact the model predicts to be relevant.
4. The answer span is distributed over multiple facts or a combination of
article title and one or multiple facts.
It is not clear whether a large fraction of answer spans in article titles is
desirable. However, answer spans inside facts predicted to be relevant are
more favorable than answers inside facts with irrelevance predictions. Thus,
the fractions of answers inside facts predicted as (ir)relevant are promising
indicators of the model’s tendency to silently includes facts into its reasoning.
4.4.2

Results

The distribution of answer span locations regarding the first three cases is
depicted in Figure 10. Comparing the three models, the baseline predicts
the smallest amount inside facts returned to be relevant, the largest amount
of answer spans inside facts predicted to be irrelevant and the largest number of spans inside article titles. The refined baseline with retrained weights
performs best for spans inside facts the model labels as relevant (highest)
and spans in facts marked as irrelevant (lowest). Case 4 occurs negligibly
infrequent (i.e. < 1%) for all models.
Regarding the subcases of case 3, Figure 11 shows the fraction of predictions with an answer span duplicate that occurs in a fact labeled as relevant
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among all the predictions with answers in irrelevant facts. The fraction for
the refined model versions is approximately twice as large as the fraction of
the baseline.
We compare the answer accuracies of the predictions with span answers
inside relevant facts and the predictions with span answers outside relevant
facts that have no string duplicate inside a relevant fact. For the public
refined baseline model, the exact match accuracy of the answer predictions
reaches 49.52% for predictions inside relevant facts and only 23.58% in the
outside predictions.12 Interestingly the accuracy for predicted spans that are
located inside irrelevant facts but have a string copy in a relevant fact is the
highest with 52.29%. We attribute this to the model’s successful detection of
relevant facts and the redundancy in the data. The same effects hold for the
retrained refined baseline model as well.
4.4.3

Discussion

The results show that the modifications from the baseline model to the refined model architecture do not only improve F1 -scores but also lead to improved models with respect to our novel answer span location metrics. Further, answer span predictions in irrelevant facts are only half as likely to
be correct than answer predictions within relevant facts. Although the two
versions of the refined baseline perform comparably regarding F1 -scores, the
retrained model outperforms the public model regarding answer locations.
As the model architecture and the training data are the same, we attribute
this to a mere random effect and argue that the model architecture should be
restricted to more sensible answer span locations by design, which we address
in Section 5.1.
Further, we study the relation between answer span location and human
evaluation measures in Section 7.5.3.
12

We use exact match accuracies including article and whitespace differences.
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4.5 Summary: Problems and Their Quantification
We made the qualitative observations of (a) silent fact integration and (b)
unused facts that are predicted to be relevant. In order to quantify these two
concepts we proposed two approaches: (i) fact removal of facts predicted to be
(ir)relevant and (ii) answer span location analysis. While the latter approach
addresses silent fact integration specifically, the fact removal captures both
problems. Removing facts predicted to be irrelevant corresponds to silent
fact integration while removing facts predicted to be relevant corresponds to
unused facts. In summary, we observed the following three trends:
1. The models’ answers change if a fact the models predict to be irrelevant
is removed. This indicates that the models silently use fact information
without revealing it.
2. The models’ answers do not change if a fact the models predict to be
relevant is removed. This indicates that the models do not use every
fact they predict to be relevant.
3. The models return answer tokens that are located outside of facts they
predict to be relevant. Although there are special cases in which this
behaviour makes sense (i.e. when the answer span also appears in a title
or another relevantly-labelled fact), this behaviour signals a missing
coupling of fact relevance prediction and answer prediction.
In the following section, we propose solutions that address each of these
weaknesses.

5

Methods

In this section we present three methods that address the weaknesses identified in the previous section. First, we propose a novel architecture that
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constrains the model to only use facts which it labels as relevant. This addresses the problem of silent fact integration discussed in Section 4.2. Second,
we present a post-hoc heuristic that reduces the set of facts predicted to be
relevant considering the impact of their removal. This addresses the problem
of the model to predict facts as relevant but not using their information as
we discussed in Section 4.2 as well. Our third approach is to extend the cost
function with a regularization term. This addresses both weaknesses jointly
by explicitly coupling answer and fact prediction.

5.1 Select and Forget: Evading Silent Fact Integration
As shown in Section 4.3, one of the models’ weaknesses is to make use of facts
but not predict them to be relevant. In order to address this shortcoming, we
propose to modify the model such that it first decides which facts are relevant
and then predicts the answer given only the facts it marked to be relevant.
In the following, we (a) describe where in the model silent fact integration
happens and (b) present an architecture modification that guarantees that
the model can only use facts that it labels to be relevant.
5.1.1

Problem and Model Requirements

The baseline models use one joint encoding for the tasks of fact relevance
prediction and answer selection as shown in Figure 2. On the one hand, this
might be useful from a multi-task training perspective. On the other hand, it
comes with the disadvantage of entangling the two tasks into an opaque black
box. There is no guarantee – or even indication – that the model couples its
prediction of relevant facts and answer. This means that the model can base
its answer on facts that it predicts to be irrelevant which in turn are not
shown to the user.
One can argue that the soft attention weights inside the attention modules could be used to provide the user with more fine-grained information
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about the supporting fact relevance predictions the model performs. However, Serrano and Smith (2019) argue that attention weights can only serve
as a noisy estimate of how important the respective inputs are to the model
and not as the reliable indicators we need for explainability.13 We need a
mechanism that lets the model completely forget about the facts it predicts
to be irrelevant rather than just down-weighting them.
The model should follow three steps: (i) select which facts are relevant
to answer the question, (ii) forget all other facts and (iii) predict the answer
based on the facts it predicts to be relevant only. As opposed to soft attention, the steps of selecting and forgetting facts constitute a hard attention
mechanism. An example of this procedure is depicted in Figure 12.
5.1.2

Select and Forget Architecture

In order to realize this three-step behavior, we introduce two modifications
to the refined baseline model architecture.
Task-specific encodings

We replace the joint encoding with two task-

specific encodings – one for fact relevance prediction and one for answer
selection as shown in Figure 13. We duplicate the encoding block without
sharing weights and thus enable the model to learn different encodings for
each task. The supporting fact prediction uses the same components as the refined baseline model discussed in Section 3.3.2. The answer prediction model
after the context reduction is inherited from the refined baseline model without further modification.
Fact Masking

The answer-specific encoding is reduced after the relevant

facts have been predicted. Each token representation that belongs to a fact
13

Although there can be a value in analyzing soft attention weights, we argue that they

are too fuzzy for our purposes. Opposing views on whether attention is explanation can
be found in Jain and Wallace (2019) and Wiegreffe and Pinter (2019).
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question

context
...

"I Saw Her Again" was co-written by
what Canadian singer born in 1940?

select
"I Saw Her Again" is a pop song recorded by the
U.S. vocal group the Mamas & the Papas in 1966.
Co-written by band members John Phillips
and Denny Doherty [...].
Dennis Gerrard Stephen Doherty (November 29,
1940 – January 19, 2007) was a Canadian singer,
songwriter, musician and actor.

forget
...

predict

Dennis Gerrard
Stephen Doherty
answer

Figure 12: Examplary workflow of the S&F architecture’s steps.
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Figure 13: “Select and Forget” architecture with task-specific encodings (bottom boxes) and hard attention (yellow box). Red arrows show learning signals.
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that was predicted to be irrelevant is multiplied by zero. This corresponds
to the yellow colored module shown in Figure 13. The reduced context representation is passed on to the answer prediction module, which is indicated
by the upper green box in the figure. This procedure ensures that no context information, except the facts that were predicted to be relevant, can
reach the answer prediction module. We thereby obtain the guarantee that
no information besides the selected facts and the knowledge stored inside the
model during training are used to predict the answer.14
5.1.3

Training

We first pretrain the fact-specific encoding and the relevant fact prediction
module, which correspond to the blue boxes in Figure 13. We use the same
hyperparameters and early stopping procedure that we used to train the
baseline models. During pretraining we only use the learning signal from
the supporting fact probabilities. After the early stopping terminates, we
jointly train the whole model on all learning signals, corresponding to all four
dashed red arrows in Figure 13. Gradients from the the answer prediction
block are propagated back through the fact reduction block only for facts
that are predicted to be relevant. This is comparable to backpropagation in
max pooling.
We also experimented with (a) propagating the gradients through the
thresholding using a straight-through estimator (STE) (Bengio et al., 2013;
Yin et al., 2019) and (b) replacing the threshold with a Gumbel-Softmax layer
(Maddison et al., 2016; Jang et al., 2016). Both methods did not improve the
model’s performance.
14

The model could remember facts from the training data, which can be interpreted as

the model’s general knowledge or reasoning bias.
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5.2 Post-Hoc Heuristic Reducing Unused Facts
The second model weakness we identified in Section 4.3 is the models’ tendency to include facts in their relevance predictions that have no influence
on the models’ answers when being removed from the context.
We propose a post-hoc heuristic to reduce the number of facts the model
predicted to be relevant. The intuition behind this heuristic is that we iterate
over facts that the model claims to be relevant and keep removing one after
the other as long as the removal does not change the model’s answer. We
define a answer change as the prediction of a different string and do not take
into account its span position. An important detail is the order in which we
iterate over the facts the model marked as relevant. Consider a context in
which the model predicts multiple facts to be relevant among which there are
two facts of which each one can be removed without changing the answer,
whereas the removal of both facts changes the answer (e.g. if the facts contain
similar information). We choose to iterate over the facts by increasing predicted relevance as this leads to the removal of the less relevant fact, whereas
the reversed order would remove the fact with a higher relevance prediction.
We stop the removal once there are two or less facts left. This reflects the
prior knowledge about the two-hop structure of the data set. This parameter can be adjusted for other domains depending on domain information or
empirical results.
A formal description of the heuristic is provided in Algorithm 1. Figure 14
illustrates an application of the algorithm on an example prediction.

5.3 Answer-Fact Coupling Regularizer
In addition to the architectural modifications and the postprocessing presented in the previous subsections, we also extend the cost function used
to train the network, which addresses the weaknesses discussed in Section 4
jointly. In the following, we discuss the original cost function’s shortcomings
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Algorithm 1: Post-Hoc Heuristic
Input: Fact prediction list f sorted by increasing predicted
relevance, answer prediction string a, question q, question
context c and model m
Output: Reduced fact prediction list f (in-place)
1

i ← 0;

2

while length(f ) > 2 do

3

cr ← reduce(c, f [i]);

4

ar ← predict(m, q, cr );

5

if a = ar then

6

c ← cr ;

7

i ← i + 1;

9

if i = length(f ) then

▷ Proceed with reduced context
▷ Keep f[i] in context

break ;

10

▷ Checked all facts

end

11

13

▷ Get new model answer

else

8

12

▷ Construct context without f[i]

end
end
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Original fact prediction (sorted by increasing relevance)
fact 1

fact 2

fact 3

fact 4

Procedure

construct context without fact 1

fact 1

fact 2

fact 3

...

fact 4

𝑖 = 0

remove fact 1
fact 2

fact 3

same answer

fact 4

construct context without
fact 1 and fact 2

𝑖 = 0

...

keep fact 2
fact 2

fact 3

fact 4

different answer
construct context without
fact 1 and fact 3

𝑖 = 1

...

fact 2

remove fact 3,
terminate

fact 4

same answer

postprocessed facts

Figure 14: Example of a post-hoc heuristic application.
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and propose a regularization term that explicitly couples the prediction of
relevant facts with the model’s answer prediction.
5.3.1

Problems with Original Loss Function

The unmodified cost function is the sum of four cross-entropy (CE) losses:
J(a1p , a1t , a2p , a2t , sp , st , tp , tt ) = CE(a1p , a1t ) + CE(a2p , a2t )
+ CE(sp , st ) + CE(tp , tt )

(8)

with the predicted distribution over start positions of the answer spans a1p ,
the stop position of the answer span a2p and the respective one-hot ground
truths a1t and a2t . The predicted fact relevance probabilities and the corresponding ground truth probabilities are denoted by sp and st and the
predicted and ground truth answer type distributions by tp and tt . Further
details are discussed in Section 3.
The first term of the cost function encourages the model to assign a high
start token probability to the annotated token position. The second term
corresponds to its end token counter part. The third term rewards the model
for choosing the ground truth facts and the last term is a cross-entropy loss
over the possible answer types (yes/no/span).
We consider the cost function’s value regarding four cases:
1. The answer and the supporting facts are correctly predicted.
2. The answer is correct, the supporting facts are not the ground truth
facts.
3. The answer is wrong, the supporting facts are the ground truth facts.
4. The answer is wrong and the supporting facts are not the ground truth
facts.
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The first case results n a low or even zero loss in the case of a perfect prediction. The second case leads to a low value for the answer CE terms and a
high value for the facts term, which results in a medium summed cost. The
third case corresponds to a high value for the answer terms and a low value
for the facts term, which again results in a medium summed cost. The fourth
case leads to high values for the answer terms as well as the facts term and
thus results in the highest summed cost among the four cases.
This appears to be desirable behaviour at first sight. The problem lies in
the fact that the fact term only measures how well an explanation resembles
the ground truth annotation, but not how well it explains the actually predicted answer. If the answer is correctly predicted, this is correct because then
the answer is the ground truth and the explanations should be the ground
truths as well (cases 1 and 2). In contrast, if the answer is not the ground
truth answer, the explanation should not be the ground truth fact annotation, but rather an explanation that explains the actually returned answer.
In case 4, the model could predict a wrong answer with a correct explanation for that answer. From an explainability perspective this is desirable and
more valuable than a wrong answer with the explanation of the ground truth
answer. Contrary to this, the cost function encourages a model that returns
a wrong answer with a good but non-ground-truth explanation (case 4, highest cost), to change it’s answer to the ground truth, which doesn’t fit the
explanation any more (case 2, medium cost). Clearly, this only holds for a
subset of the predictions in case 4. A wrong answer with an explanation that
neither matches the ground truth answer nor the predicted answer is of no
use. In the following, we introduce a regularizer which follows the discussed
four-case structure.
5.3.2

Formalization

We propose to add the following regularization term to the cost function in
Equation 8.
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GT expl.

Jreg

non-GT expl.

non-GT expl.

GT expl.
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= pa · ( pe · 0 + (1 − pe ) · c1 ) + (1 − pa ) · ( pe · c2 + (1 − pe ) · c3 ) (9)
|
{z
} |
{z
}
correct answer

wrong answer

We use pa to refer to the probability that the model assigns to the ground
truth answer span and pe to denote the relevance probability the model assigns to the ground truth relevant facts. We define pa to be the product of
the assigned start token probability and the assigned end token probability.
Technically, this reads
pa = a1p argmax(a1t ) · a2p argmax(a2t )

(10)

as a1t and a2t are one-hot vectors and thus argmax(a1t ) is the index of the
ground truth answer start token index and argmax(a2t ) is the respective end
token index.
We propose two possibilities to define pe :
• Multiplication:
pe =

Y

sp i

(11)

i∈F

with the set of indices of facts that are annotated as relevant denoted
by F = {i ∈ {1, N } : st i = 1} for a context containing N facts. This
definition of pe can be interpreted as the joint probability of the annotated facts to be predicted as relevant, assuming they are independent.
• Addition:
pe =

X

sp i

(12)

i∈F

with the same definition of F . The resulting sum is not a probability anymore. Instead it can be regarded as a numerically more stable
version of the first option.
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6

Experiments and Results

In this section we compare the performance of our three proposed solutions
and their combinations with the baseline models. We discuss the standard
evaluation including F1 , precision and recall as well as our newly introduced
fact removal and answer span location metrics.

6.1 Hyperparameter Searches
As the S&F model extends the refined baseline model, we train it using
the same hyperparameters as Qi et al. (2019) without further optimization.
For the regularized model, the regularization term presented in Section 5.3
requires four hyperparameters to be determined: c1 , c2 , c3 and the decision
whether pe is calculated using a multiplication or a summation. In order to
find a suitable combination of hyperparameters, we conduct a random search
for (a) the regularized refined baseline model and (b) the regularized S&F
model.
6.1.1

Search Results for Regularized Refined Baseline

We trained 100 models with ci ∼ U ([0.0, 5.0]). The calculation method for pe
is selected as multiplication or summation with equal probability. We report
the best models with respect to the answer-, fact- and joint-F1 metrics as well
as the answer span position metrics along with the corresponding ci values
in Table 4. We select the model with the highest fraction of answer spans in
facts predicted as relevant (highlighted in grey) for further analysis.
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Selection Criterion

Answer-F1

SP-F1

Joint-F1

ans. in rel.

ans. in irrel.

c1

c2

c3

pe method

F1 -a

64.72

76.16

50.75

69.67

8.38

0.89

0.01

4.53

·

F1 -sp

63.21

78.81

51.41

69.51

9.63

0.33

0.04

0.75

+

1.21

F1 -joint

64.55

78.36

52.30

67.87

11.40

1.64

1.89

·

ans. in rel.

63.56

75.60

49.66

72.60

6.89

4.96 2.02 3.10

+

ans. in irrel.

60.77

74.46

47.10

71.62

5.41

4.83

+

3.11

3.27

Table 4: Hyperparameter search results for the regularized refined baseline.
The table shows the best model per selection criterion. The highlighted row
corresponds to the model selected for futher analysis.

6.1.2

Search Results for Regularized S&F Model

We repeat the same random search over 100 models for the regularized S&F
model. Table 5 shows the respective results. We again select the model with
the highest fraction of answer spans in facts predicted as relevant for further
analysis.
Selection Criterion

Answer-F1

SP-F1

Joint-F1

ans. in rel.

ans. in irrel.

c1

c2

c3

pe method

F1 -a

61.19

75.36

48.00

75.24

0.94

3.10

0.02

3.30

·

F1 -sp

52.26

80.69

44.83

71.34

1.77

0.35

1.77

1.41

+

F1 -joint

60.86

77.73

49.16

75.54

0.94

2.47

2.79

4.46

·

ans. in rel.

60.60

77.53

48.99

76.32

1.01

1.18 0.24 1.61

+

ans. in irrel.

60.39

77.63

48.61

73.93

0.76

2.23

·

1.57

3.77

Table 5: Hyperparameter search results for the regularized S&F model. The
table shows the best model per selection criterion. The highlighted row corresponds to the model selected for futher analysis.

6.2 Standard Evaluation and Answer Locations
We first assess the impact of each of our methods by itself before we also report the performance of the models obtained through method combinations.
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Metric

refined BL

S&F

reg.

PH

Answer-EM

49.48

46.09

49.67

49.48

Answer-F1

63.76

59.99

63.56

63.76

Answer-Precision

66.26

62.41

66.27

66.26

Answer-Recall

65.52

61.61

65.06

65.52

SP-EM

39.81

42.16

25.98

48.55

SP-F1

79.34

80.07

75.60

78.65

SP-Precision

78.01

78.84

66.79

85.95

SP-Recall

85.26

85.45

93.26

74.72

Joint-EM

22.28

22.78

14.56

27.44

Joint-F1

52.51

50.71

49.66

52.67

Joint-Precision

53.33

51.40

45.64

59.59

Joint-Recall

57.92

55.61

62.09

51.45

Answer in rel.

67.48

71.68

72.60

66.27

Answer in irrel.

11.55

1.53

6.89

12.76

Table 6: Comparison of our methods to the retrained refined baseline model.
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6.2.1

Separate Methods

Table 6 shows precision, recall and F1 -scores as reported in the HotpotQA
leaderboard as well as the percentual answer span locations, which are additionally visualized for the irrelevant facts in Figure 15. The post-hoc heuristic
is applied to the refined baseline, therefore the answer predictions of both
models are identical. The refined baseline and thus also the post-hoc model
show the highest answer-F1 . The regularized model reaches a comparable
value, while the answer-F1 of the S&F model drops over 3%. Regarding supporting facts, the S&F model reaches the highest SP-F1 value, while the
post-hoc model shows the highest precision and the regularized model the
highest recall. This confirms our expectations, as the post-hoc heuristic removes facts and thus only can lower recall and ideally improve precision.
Further, the selection criterion in the hyperparameter search for the regularized model has been the percentage of answers in facts the model predicts
to be relevant. This selection favors models with a high recall as the model’s
chance to select an answer from a fact that is predicted as relevant increases
when more facts are predicted to be relevant. Regarding the joint metrics, the
post-hoc model reaches the highest scores for all metrics except joint recall,
where the high SP-recall of the regularized model also leads to the highest
joint value across the models. With respect to joint-F1 , the post-hoc model
is closely followed by the refined baseline, whereas the S&F model as well as
the regularized model reach distinctly lower values.
The highest percentage of answer spans inside facts the model predicts to
be relevant is reached by the regularized model, which again is not surprising
because it was selected following this criterion. The S&F model reaches a
slightly lower precentage, while the refined baseline and the post-hoc model
reach more than 5% less than the regularized model. The lowest and thus
best percentage of spans inside facts the model predicts to be irrelevant is
achieved by the S&F model. One might wonder why the S&F model does
not reach 0%, as it forgets all facts except the ones it predicts be relevant.
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22.60
20.34

in irrelevant (%)

20
15

12.76

11.55

10

8.56
6.89

5
2.65

1.53

0

BL

ref. BL
(pub.)

refined
BL

S&F

2.64

0.76

reg.

model

PH

reg.
S&F

S&F
+ PH

reg.
+ PH

reg. S&F
+ PH

Figure 15: Answer spans located inside facts the model predicts to be irrelevant.
It turns out that in these rare cases the model learnt to predict answer span
locations in zeroed-out facts, i.e. without seeing them. We hypothesize that
this reflects a data set bias in the location of the answer spans, as the answer
can predominantly be found in the first sentence of a paragraph as it mentions
the article’s name. We therefore also experimented with a S&F model with a
mask on the tokens on the “forgotten” facts. However, this led to a decrease
in answer prediction performance.
In addition to the results shown in Table 6, we also analyze the performance of each of our methods on a question type level (e.g. “why” and
“where”) as well as on a reasoning type level (bridge and comparison as discussed in Section 3.1). The details of our analysis along with the resulting
performances can be found in Section A.1.1 in the appendix.
6.2.2

Combined Methods

Table 7 shows the performance scores of models using combinations of our
proposed solutions. Regularizing the S&F model further improves the answer
location metrics and achieves the best scores among all models. We observe
that the regularization leads to an increase in fact recall at the cost of a de46

Metric

refined BL

reg. S&F

S&F + PH

reg. + PH

reg. S&F + PH

Answer-EM

49.48

46.19

46.09

49.67

46.19

Answer-F1

63.76

60.39

59.99

63.56

60.39

Answer-Precision

66.26

62.69

62.41

66.27

62.69

Answer-Recall

65.52

62.28

61.61

65.06

62.28

SP-EM

39.81

29.32

47.67

47.67

45.36

SP-F1

79.34

77.63

78.26

78.26

77.30

SP-Precision

78.01

69.78

84.99

84.20

82.85

SP-Recall

85.26

92.92

74.75

75.31

74.83

Joint-EM

22.28

15.57

26.56

27.66

24.98

Joint-F1

52.51

48.61

50.29

52.70

49.87

Joint-Precision

53.33

45.20

56.47

59.18

55.58

Joint-Recall

57.92

59.55

49.36

51.68

49.52

Answer in rel.

67.48

73.93

70.55

70.93

72.06

Answer in irrel.

11.55

0.76

2.65

8.56

2.64

Table 7: Model performances achieved by combining our proposed solutions.
creased fact precision. The combination of the S&F model with the post-hoc
heuristic has the opposite effect. It increases fact precision while decreasing
fact recall.
The combination of the post-hoc heuristic with the regularized model
deserves particular attention as here the high recall method meets the high
precision model. As the table shows, the high SP-precision of the post-hoc
heuristic dominates the high SP-recall of the regularized model. This can be
explained with the fact that the post-hoc heuristic is applied on top of the
high recall predictions and presumably filters out most of the predicted facts.
The combination of all three methods results in a rather balanced model
without remarkable effects on the evaluated metrics.
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6.3 Fact Removal Analysis
We now take a look at how the removal of facts a model predicts to be
(ir)relevant effects its answer accuracy and how often it changes the model’s
answer as described in detail in Section 4.3. Again, we first consider each
of our three proposed methods in isolation and then report the effects of
combining them.
6.3.1

Separate Methods

changed answers (%)

80
60
40

BL
ref. BL
(pub.)
refined
BL
S&F
reg.
PH

86

85
78
72 72
57
53 54 55 54

75 76

76 76

80

77 77

77

82
77

62

61
56

40

20
0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0

1

2

# removed facts

3

4

Figure 16: Answer changes when removing facts predicted as relevant.
We first remove facts a model predicts to be relevant. The resulting fraction of changed model answers is shown in Figure 16. The S&F model has
a higher fraction of changed answers than the baseline methods throughout
all removal steps. Recall that we argued that this is desirable because the
model’s answer should rely on the facts it uses to justify it. The respective
decrease in accuracy is depicted in Figure 17. All models except the baseline
perform comparably.
When removing facts that are predicted to be irrelevant, all our methods
are less prone to switch their answer prediction compared to the baseline
models. The respective fractions are shown in Figure 18. This indicates that
our methods, especially S&F and regularization have the desired effect of
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Figure 17: Answer accuracy drop when removing facts predicted as relevant.
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Figure 18: Answer changes when removing facts predicted as irrelevant.
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Figure 19: Answer accuracy drop when removing facts predicted as irrelevant.
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achieving a stronger coupling of answer and fact prediction. Figure 19 shows
the corresponding decrease in answer accuracies. The observed values confirm
that the S&F model as well as the regularized model are much more robust
to the irrelevant fact removal than all baseline models. The regularized model
even improves its answer accuracy for three out of four removal steps. This
indicates that the regularized model successfully identified relevant facts,
which is confirmed by the 93.26% fact recall reported in Section 6.2. Thus,
the removal predominantly effects truly irrelevant facts only which allows
the model to sharpen its focus on the truly relevant facts. As the high recall
comes with a low precision, many of the facts predicted to be relevant will
actually be irrelevant, but due to the fact removal, the number of distracting
facts is decreased. The resulting increase in answer accuracy motivates a
sequential approach to (i) predict an answer with facts, (ii) remove facts
that are irrelevant with high probability and then starting from (i) again
with the reduced fact set, which can be interpreted as a generalized version
of our post-hoc heuristic. We leave the investigation of such methods to future
work.
6.3.2

changed answers (%)
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Figure 20: Answer changes when removing facts predicted as relevant.
Again, we first consider the removal of facts predicted to be relevant.
Combinations of our methods, especially the regularized S&F as well as all
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Figure 21: Answer accuracy drop when removing facts predicted as relevant.
methods together (i.e. the post-hoc heuristic on top of the regularized S&F
model), reach new peak values regarding the amount of changed answer predictions as well as the decrease in answer accuracy. The values for all model
combinations are depicted in Figure 20 and Figure 21.
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Figure 22: Answer changes when removing facts predicted as irrelevant.
Next, we consider the removal of facts predicted to be irrelevant. The
respective metrics for answer changes and decreases in answer accuracy are
shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23. The regularized S&F model, the regularized model with the post-hoc heuristic and all methods combined reach
fractions of changed answers that are lower than for all other models (i.e. the
baseline models and the separate solutions) throughout all removal steps. In
particular, the combination of regularization and post-hoc heuristic turns out
to be the most robust model for any number of removed facts. This model
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Figure 23: Answer accuracy drop when removing facts predicted as irrelevant.
combination also achieves notable performance regarding the decrease in answer accuracy as it yields the second smallest decrease in accuracy behind
the undefeated regularized model. These two observations are particularly
interesting as in this combined model the high recall method meets the high
precision method. The observed results indicate that their combination leads
to a very robust model, which deserves further investigation in future work.

7

User Study

In Section 6 we compared our proposed models to the baseline models with
respect to precision, recall and F1 , as well as the answer span location and
fact removal impact. In this chapter we explore how the models perform in a
human subject study. We conduct an online user study with 50 participants
to compare (i) the refined baseline, (ii) the refined baseline with the post-hoc
heuristic (iii) the regularized model (iv) the select & forget model and (v)
the ground truth annotations.
We argue that human evaluation is a key step in improving explainability
methods as they are ultimately used by humans. Although the field increasingly acknowledges this need, Adadi and Berrada (2018) found that in their
literature analysis of 381 XAI papers, only 5% of the publications focus on
human evaluation (Nourani et al., 2019). Among human evaluation meth52

ods of explainability, there exist a variety of different approaches. Following
the taxonomy proposed by Doshi-Velez and Kim (2017), our study can be
classified as a human-grounded evaluation, which means that we conduct a
human subject experiment (in contrast to functionally-grounded evaluation
that only uses proxy tasks) with a simplified real-world task (in contrast to
an application-grounded evaluation that uses an umodified real-world task).

7.1 Experiment Design
We randomly sample 25 questions from the HotpotQA development data
set. We collect the model predictions on these 25 questions for each of the
four models and add the ground truth annotations as the fifth model. We
manually label whether a model prediction is identical to the gold prediction from a human perspective. The correctness annotations can be found in
Section A.2.2 in the appendix along with the full list of questions and model
responses in Section A.2.3.
We make use of an unifactorial between-subjects design. This means that
each participant sees all 25 questions with predictions of only one model. In
comparison to a within-subjects design – in which each participant would
be exposed to all conditions (i.e. models) – this has the advantage of not
introducing carryover effects and not limiting the number of testable conditions due to time constraints as a within-subject design would have increased
the required time to approximately 2.5 hours per participant, which is prohibitively long for an online study.

7.2 Metrics
There is not yet a standardized evaluation procedure for explanation quality.
We review multiple papers from different research fields including humancomputer interaction, machine learning and psychology and selected the following metrics that we argue are most relevant to our experimental setting.
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Task Completion Time Task completion time is one of the most-used
metrics in human-computer interaction in general and has been measured
in multiple experiments regarding explainability (Lim et al., 2009; Kulesza
et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2016; Lakkaraju et al., 2016; Ribeiro et al., 2018;
Lage et al., 2019).
Task Performance In order to quantify the participants’ performance on
the task, we derive multiple metrics from the participants’ correctness ratings:
• Rating correctness: the fraction of model answers correctly judged as
correct/incorrect.
• False positive ratio: the fraction of answers which a participant judged
as correct while the answer is actually incorrect. This metric is critical
to XAI models as it quantifies the degree of false trust in the model.
• False negative ratio: in contrast to the false positive ratio, this metric
captures how frequently subjects falsely rate model answers as incorrect.
• True positives, true negatives, precision, recall and F1 provide further
perspectives on the user ratings.
Agreement Agreement, as defined in Bussone et al. (2015), is the fraction
of model answers that a subject perceives as being correct. Agreement is also
referred to as implicit model accuracy (Nourani et al., 2019) or promotion
(Bilgic and Mooney, 2005). If the model’s answers are mostly correct, a high
agreement is desirable. In contrast, high agreement to a mostly incorrect
model should be avoided. It has been shown that humans tend to over-rely
on automatic systems – an effect known as confirmation bias or automation
bias. (Goddard et al., 2012).
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Overestimation Following Nourani et al. (2019), we define overestimation
as the difference between the perceived model accuracy (i.e. agreement) and
the true model accuracy.15 Whether an overestimation or an underestimation
(i.e. a negative overestimation) is preferable depends on the application area.
Systems deployed in noncritical environments can trade-off ease of use and
overestimation. In contrast, a clinical decision support system should rather
be underestimated than overestimated.
Certainty We measure self-reported certainty on a five-point Likert scale
for each question similar to Greis et al. (2017a).
Helpfulness

Similar to Nourani et al. (2019), we measure self-reported

explanation helpfulness on a five-point Likert scale. As with certainty, we
collect the participants’ ratings for each question.
Trust We measure trust using self-reports on a five-point Likert scale similar to Bussone et al. (2015) within a post-questionnaire.
Perceived Explanation Relevance and Irrelevance We asked the participants to rate (a) whether the explanations contained relevant information
and (b) whether the explanations contained irrelevant information on one
five-point Likert scale each within a post-questionnaire.
Satisfaction

We ask the subjects to rate their satisfaction on a five-point

Likert scale within the post-questionnaire. Similar scales were used by Kulesza
et al. (2012) and Greis et al. (2017b).
15

We correct the true model accuracies for each participant based on the filtered-out

responses.
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7.3 Procedure
The questions are presented in randomized order. For each question, the participants see the question, the answer prediction and the predicted supporting
facts together with a form to state their rating of the answer’s correctness,
their confidence, the perceived helpfulness of the explanation and whether
they knew the answer without the system’s predictions. The respective questions and answer ranges are shown in the upper part of Table 8. An exemplary
screenshot is shown in Figure 35 in the appendix.
Answer Range

Each Question

Question/Statement
Do you think the system’s answer is correct?
I am confident that my choice is correct.

5-point Likert

The given explanation helps me to decide if the answer is correct.

5-point Likert

Post Survey

Context

I trust the question answering system.

5-point Likert

The explanations contained relevant information.

5-point Likert

The explanations also contained irrelevant information.

5-point Likert

I am satisfied with the question answering system and its explanations.

5-point Likert

yes/no

Did you know the answer without the system’s answer or explanations?

yes/no

Table 8: Questions and statements shown to the participants for (a) each
question (upper part) and (b) in the post questionnaire (lower part). Statements were presented along with the promt “Please rate how much you disagree/agree to each of the following statements”.
After rating the 25 model predictions one by one, the participants are
asked to complete the post-questionnaire. The post-questionnaire contains
the questions shown in the lower part of Table 8. Again, a screenshot is
depicted in Figure 36 in the appendix. Participants finished the study after
approximately 30 minutes on average.

7.4 Participants and Data Cleaning
We collect the responses of 50 subjects with a mean age of 26.5 years (SD =
3.58). 19 participants are female and 31 are male. We neglect all responses
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with a completion time greater than 5 minutes or less than 15 seconds as we
argue that in those cases participants were either distracted or did not read
all explanations. Further, we filter out all responses for which participants
claimed to have known the answer before because such knowledge potentially
confounds their ratings. We further exclude two questions as the analysis of
the study revealed that one of them is not answerable and the other one
has a wrong ground truth answer annotation. The respective question IDs
are marked in Figure 37 in the appendix. In total, this results in a 13.12%
removal of responses.

7.5 Results
We present the results of our study in detail throughout the following section.
We start our discussion of results by contrasting the performances of each
model type, followed by an analysis of how selected human measures are
interrelated. We investigate which automatized metrics show the strongest
relation to human evaluation measures and finally provide a guideline for
when to use which of our models.
7.5.1

Differences Between Models

Completion Time

Figure 24a shows the mean completion time per model.

We observe that the ground truth condition yields the fastest user decisions.
We argue that this indicates that the annotated supporting facts provide
the most understandable explanations and thus lower the mental effort of
relating them to the answer, which in turn decreases the completion time. In
comparison to the refined baseline, the S&F model and the post-hoc heuristic
decrease the completion time while the regularized model leads to increased
completion times. To a certain extend, this can be explained by the average number of facts the models return and the time that users need to read
them. The regularized model returns 3.6 facts on average, while the refined
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Figure 24: Boxplots of mean completion times and the fractions of correct
user ratings. Boxes mark quartiles, whiskers mark 1.5 inter-quartile ranges,
outliers are plotted separately. Vertical solid lines within boxes mark means,
vertical dashed lines mark medians.
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baseline returns 3, the S&F model 2.8 and the post-hoc method 2. However,
the ground truth fact annotations contain 2.4 facts and still result in faster
completion times than the post-hoc method. In addition, the S&F model on
average returns 0.8 facts more than the post-hoc method, but still reaches
only marginally slower completion times. We argue that this indicates that
number of facts alone does not explain the observed differences in completion times and thus the quality and relevance of the predicted facts have
to effect the completion times as well. We additionally assess the average
Flesch reading ease scores (FRE) of each model’s fact predictions as a potential predictor of completion times. FRE considers a text’s average sentence
length as well as the average number of syllables in its words to calculate a
readability score (Flesch, 1948). As Table 9 shows, the resulting ranks do not
align to the observed completion times and thus strengthen our hypothesis
that explanation quality and prediction influence task completion times.
Condition

Completion Time

Number of Facts Flesch Reading Ease

Refined Baseline

67.00 (4)

3.0 (4)

38.06 (5)

Post-Hoc

61.29 (2)

2.0 (1)

42.10 (1)

Regularized Baseline

81.73 (5)

3.6 (5)

40.06 (3)

S&F

62.78 (3)

2.8 (3)

40.15 (2)

Ground Truth

47.45 (1)

2.4 (2)

38.84 (4)

Table 9: Comparison of mean completion times in seconds, average number of
facts and average Flesch reading ease scores. Higher FRE scores correspond
to easier readability. Numbers in brackets correspond to ranks.

Correctness

Besides completion times, we also consider how well the par-

ticipants could judge whether a model’s answer is correct or not. Figure 24b
shows the fraction of questions for which the subjects correctly rated the
model’s answer. The ground truth predictions are always correct. Although
a number of false negative ratings by the participants decrease the fraction
slightly, the ground truth reaches the highest number of correct ratings. In
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contrast, the refined baseline model results in the worst fraction of correct
ratings. All our methods improve correctness. While the post-hoc method
only achieves a slight improvement, the S&F model as well as the regularized model show a notable increase. The regularized model reaches the highest fraction among all evaluated models. This can be explained by its high
SP-recall. Even if some facts the model predicts to be relevant are actually
irrelevant, the extended set of facts allows the users to extract the relevant
information – at the cost of an increased completion time.
While the fraction of correct user ratings gives a first impression of how
useful the models’ explanations are, we need to take a closer look at when
they help and when they do not. As Bussone et al. (2015) note, “[...] there
is an important difference between agreeing with a system suggestion that
is incorrect versus disagreeing with a correct one”. Thus, we extend our categorization of user ratings from the two categories correct and incorrect to
the four categories of a contingency table: true positives, false positives, true
negatives and false negatives. We particularly discuss (a) the number of false
positives per model, i.e. the number of model answers that the user accepts
as correct answers while they are actually wrong and (b) the number of false
negatives, i.e. the number of correct model answers that the user rates to be
wrong. Depending on the application context one might want to prioritize
one of the two metrics over the other. An example for prioritizing the reduction of false positives are medical question answering systems that predict
answers to questions like “What is the best approach to benign paroxysmal
positional vertigo in the elderly?” (Ben Abacha and Zweigenbaum, 2012).
Ideally, the system predicts the correct answer and provides evidence that
reassures practitioners to trust the system (true positive). If the model answer is wrong, but the practitioner can identify it as such (true negative), or
the model answer is correct, but the practitioner thinks it’s incorrect (false
negative), it might lead to a poor user experience, but it poses no immediate thread onto the patient. In contrast, false positives are dangerous as the
model could convince the practitioner to follow a wrong treatment.
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Figure 25: False positive and false negative ratios per model. FP correspond
to false trust in the model’s answer, FN correspond to false skepticism. Our
boxplot definition is described in Figure 24.
Figure 25a shows the fraction of false positive ratings per model. We
observe, that all our models except the post-hoc heuristic decrease the fraction of false positives. The regularized model decreases the number of false
positives of the refined baseline by 49%. The S&F model reaches the best
fraction, reducing the number of false positives of the refined baseline by
over 70%. The false negative ratios are depicted in Figure 25b. The results
for true positives, true negatives and F1 -scores can be found in Figure 38 in
the appendix. All methods except S&F reduce false negatives. The ground
truth facts result in the lowest fraction followed by the regularized model.
Together with the fraction of false positives, these results provide evidence for
the complementary nature of the regularized model and S&F model, which
can additionally be observed for precision and recall in Figure 26.
Agreement Figure 27 provides another perspective on the participants’
interaction with the different models. Figure 27a shows how often subjects
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Figure 26: Precision and recall of the subjects’ ratings of model correctness.
Our boxplot definition is described in Figure 24.
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Figure 27: Participant’s agreement to the model answer and model overestimation per model. Overestimation is defined as the difference between perceived model accuracy (agreement) and true model accuracy. Our boxplot
definition is described in Figure 24.
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agreed to the model prediction, i.e. rated the answer as correct. This corresponds to their perceived model accuracy. Figure 27b shows how strongly
the participants over- or underestimated the model accuracy measured as
the difference between the perceived model accuracy and the model’s actual accuracy. For more details on this metric, we refer to our discussion
in Section 7.2. The refined baseline leads to an overestimation of 2.93%,
which is even increased by the post-hoc model with 6.3%. In contrast, the
S&F model’s predictions make the participants underestimate its accuracy
by 6.4%. The model with the least over- or underestimation is the regularized
model which is overestimated by only 0.87%. Choosing whether a slight overestimation (regularized model) or a stronger underestimation (S&F model)
is preferredm, again, depends on the application context.
Likert Scales

Next, we turn to the (ordinal) Likert scale ratings. We ag-

gregate all ratings that participants made on question level (i.e. certainty and
helpfulness) using the ratings’ mode. This accounts for the different number
of filtered out questions per participant (due to known answers and too high
or too low completion times) and ensures that each participant’s bias influences our analysis equally.
Figure 28a shows that all our models increased the users’ self-reported
certainty in comparison to the refined baseline model.16 Notably, the ground
truth explanations do not reach the highest certainty ratings and fall behind
the regularized model and the post-hoc heuristic. We argue that the regularized model achieves such high certainty ratings because of its high SP recall
behavior and the corresponding increased number of facts the users can use
to decide on the model’s accuracy.
The same effect can be observed for the helpfulness ratings shown in
Figure 28b. The regularized model achieves the highest rating, again even
higher than the ground truth’s ratings. As the ratings are ordinal, we cannot
16

Note that the S&F model and the ground truth predictions are only one subject

“ahead” of the refined baseline.
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Figure 28: Certainty and helpfulness rating modes distribution per model.
White dots mark number of participants, bar widths correspond to normalized frequency counts.
make any further statement of how the remaining models should be ranked,
because we do not know if a “neutral” rating outweighs a “strongly agree”
rating.17
Regarding the “enough details” ratings, the ground truth reaches the
highest scores as shown in Figure 29a. The best trained model is the regularized model, reaching ratings close to the ground truth. We argue that this
again relates to the model’s high SP-recall. The ratings regarding the presence of “irrelevant details” are shown in Figure 29b. The ground truth again
reaches the best (i.e. lowest) ratings. Interestingly, the post-hoc method does
neither reach distinctly low “enough details” ratings nor “irrelevant details”
ratings, both of which we expected due to its reduced number of returned
facts.
The last metrics to discuss are the self-reported trust and satisfaction
ratings. Figure 30a shows the trust scores. The ground truth reaches the
17

We could still look at the mode of modes, which is “strongly agree” for all models

except S&F for which the mode is not unique.
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highest ratings. We expected the regularized model to increase trust due to
its high-recall fact predictions. However, this hypothesis is not supported by
the observed ratings, which even show a slight decrease in trust compared to
the refined baseline. The S&F model shows slightly decreased trust ratings
as well. This matches the observed over-skepticism towards the S&F model
that we already observed in the form of the strong underestimation of the
model’s accuracy and the combination of many false negatives with few false
positives. Interestingly, this effect persists in the satisfaction ratings as well.
The participant’s take better, faster and more certain decisions with the S&F
model than with the refined baseline, but still are less satisfied with the S&F
model. This discrepancy raises the question of what the self-reported satisfaction ratings actually measure. This requires detailed analysis in future work.
Besides the S&F model, also the post-hoc method and the regularized model
yield decreased trust and satisfaction ratings, which again stands in contrast
to the improved user correctness and certainty. One might hypothesize that
trust and satisfaction increase with the fraction of model answers the participants label as correct. However, this is not supported by the observed
agreement ratios shown in Figure 27a.
Temporal Changes and Learning Effects

Besides quantifying the user

behaviour with means and modes only (e.g. mean completion time across all
questions), we also investigate how these measures vary over the course of
the experiment (e.g. whether users answer faster in the second half of the
experiment than in the first half). As the question order is shuffled independently for each subject, we can average the measures (e.g. completion time)
across equal positions to get a question-independent estimate. Figure 31 and
Figure 32 show mean values per condition for the first and second half of
the experiment. The half-transparent lines additionally show the course of
a rolling mean filter over the 25 question positions.18 Figure 31a shows that
18

The filter’s window spans 13 questions and uses equal weights. The first 12 values are

calculated using respectively smaller windows.
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the participants’ ability to judge whether the model prediction is correct
decreases over time for the refined baseline and the regularized model. In
contrast, subjects in the S&F and ground truth condition show an increased
rate of judging correctly over time. The values in the post-hoc condition increase slightly. For the S&F condition we hypothesize that the increase can
be explained by the participant’s increased ability to identify wrong model
predictions as shown in Figure 32b. The completion times decrease over question positions for all conditions as displayed in Figure 31b. We attribute this
effect to the subject’s familiarization with the task as well as decreasing participant motivation. Figure 31c shows that the agreement rate increases for
all models except the regularized baseline.
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Figure 32: Temporal changes in false positive and false negative rates. Horizontal lines mark mean values for the first and the second half of questions
(both including the middle question). Half-transparent lines correspond to
rolling means over averaged metrics with window size 13.

The false positive rate increases for all trained models except the S&F
model as shown in Figure 32a. Even though it already reaches the lowest
false positive rate in the first half of the experiments, it further improves in
the second half. Regarding false negatives, the rates of the S&F, the ground
truth and the post-hoc condition decrease, while the regularized model and
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the refined baseline’s rates increase. The plots for true positives and true
negatives can be found in Figure 40 in the appendix.
It is not clear whether the discovered increases and decreases did levelout within the 25 questions or if the effects unfold over a longer time range.
The understanding of such effects is crucial to design systems that can be
deployed in real application contexts and should be investigated in detail in
future work.
7.5.2

Relations Within Human Evaluation Measures

So far we focused on differences between the five model types. In this section,
we seek to discover relations between different metrics regardless of the model
type.
More Certain Decisions Are Faster Decisions

Figure 33a shows how

the completion times are related to the certainty ratings. We observe that
the mean completion times monotonously decrease with increased certainty
ratings. This confirms the findings of Greis et al. (2017a).
Agreeing Is Faster Than Disagreeing We compare the subjects’ time
spent on predictions they rated correctly with questions they rated incorrectly. As Figure 33b shows, the correct decisions are decisions with faster
completion times. Note that this does not mean that answering fast leads
to correct decisions. Instead, this is the result of decreased completion times
when agreeing to model answers as shown in Figure 33c. As all our models
do predict the correct answer for more than half of the questions, agreeing
faster also means rating the answer correctly faster. So faster decisions are
not better decisions, but subjects are faster at agreeing than at disagreeing.
Besides the effects on completion time, we also explore how certainty is
related to other variables. Figure 34a shows that higher helpfulness ratings
reduce low-certainty ratings. In addition, Figure 34b shows that when users
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agreed to a model answer, they did so with an increased certainty compared
to when they disagreed.
7.5.3

Relations Between Human Behavior and Model Metrics

In the previous sections, we discussed the influence of the model type on
human behavior in Section 7.5.1 as well as the interlinkage between the measured variables in Section 7.5.2. In this section, we explore how automatized
metrics such as F1 or answer location are linked to measurements of human
behavior such as completion time or overestimation. We are particularly interested in finding out which automatized metrics can be used best to predict
human behavior. Such metrics could be directly integrated into model selection (e.g. hyperparameter searches) in order to preselect promising models,
which in turn has the potential to improve the final systems and to reduce
the resources spent on human evaluation. In order to mimic such practical
usage of the metrics, we follow the following procedure:
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1. We rank the four model conditions with respect to all automatized
metrics.19
2. We rank the four model conditions with respect to all measurements
of human behavior.
3. For all combinations of the two groups of rankings, we check whether
the automatized ranks are equal to the human ranks (or equal to the
reversed order).
Table 10 shows the resulting rank equivalences with the human measures
as rows and the automatized metrics as columns. Equivalent ranks are denoted by “+”, reversely equivalent ranks by “-”. If the ranking direction is
desirable, the combination is marked in green color. For example, we found
that the ranks with respect to answer-EM are equivalent to the reversed
ranks with respect to false negatives and thus marked with a “-”. As the
number of false negatives should decease with increasing answer-EM this is
desirable and thus colored green. In contrast, we highlight undesirable rank
equivalences in red. For example, an increased answer-F1 should not result
in an increased number of false positives.
We observe that no standard metric assigns model rankings that correspond to more than one human-grounded ranking. In fact, the ranks with
respect to answer-F1 and SP-recall are exactly reversed to the desired ranks
of false positives, human rating precision and overestimation. In contrast, our
proposed proxy metrics only yield one undesirable ranking (rel. −∆acc ), while
three of our metrics reach desirable ranking equivalences for three humangrounded metrics each as shown in Table 10. This shows the hidden potential
that lies in metrics that go beyond precision, recall and F1 . We additionally
evaluate the discussed metrics as well as more metrics using Kendall’s τ rank
correlation coefficients, odds ratios and pointwise biserial correlation coeffi19

We leave out the ground truth condition as it isn’t a model for which we could calculate

removal metrics.
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cients as an alternative perspective on our collected data. The results are
reported in Section A.3 in the appendix.
We argue that ultimately the discovery of new proxy metrics will be an
essential step in bridging the gap between raw numbers on the one side and
real-world user benefit on the other.
Standard Metrics
Answer
Human eval.

EM

F1

P

Proposed Proxy Metrics

Supporting Facts
R

EM

F1

P

R

−∆acc

Joint
EM

F1

P

R

rel.

irrel.

answer changes
rel.

correct decision

irrel.

%-in-fact
rel.

rel. str.

irrel.

+

completion time

-

-

-

+

+

TP

+

FP

+

+

-

TN

+

FN

-

P

-

-

-

-

+

+

+

-

-

+

+

R
F1

+

overestimation

+

+

-

-

agreement

Table 10: The table shows whether sorting the conditions by a human metric
(rows) and a automatized metric (columns) results in the same order (+),
the inverse order (-) or a different order (blank cell). Green color marks a
desirable relation (e.g. it is desirable that FN decreases when answer-EM
increases), red marks undesirable relations (e.g. models with high F1 scores
should not elicit higher FP). Values for ∆acc and decision flips are taken from
the last removal step (n = 4).

7.5.4

Which Model Should be Used When?

As shown in Section 7.5, there is not a single “best” model for all usages.
Instead, we summarize certain key characteristics and recommended usage
contexts for each model in the following. Notably, all our models improved
the users’ correctness and certainty compared to the refined baseline.
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• Post-hoc heuristic: This model elicits the fastest completion times
and increases the certainty ratings compared to the refined baseline.
However, this goes along with the highest ratio of false positives, ratio of
agreement and overestimation as well as the lowest satisfaction ratings.
In short, users overestimate the model and agree to its incorrect answers
with high certainty.
⇒ We therefore recommend to not use this method in its
stand-alone version.20
• Select & Forget: The S&F model’s key advantage is its overall lowest
number of false positives. In addition, users are able to reach lower
completion times compared to the refined baseline. These advantages
come at the cost of an underestimation of the model’s performance and
a higher number of false negatives, which however improves over time.
In short, the S&F model makes users too skeptical towards its answers,
which might or might not be desired.
⇒ We recommend to use this model when false positives are
dangerous, but completion times have to be constrained.
• Regularized model: While users of this model require the highest
completion times, it reaches the most correct user decisions on whether
its answer can be trusted or not. Users of this model show the most neutral over-/underestimation, while slightly overestimating the model’s
performance. The model’s certainty and helpfulness ratings even exceed the ratings of the ground truth condition.
⇒ We recommend to use this model to reach the best user
decisions when longer completion times are acceptable.
20

The combination with our other approaches showed promising results but has yet to

be assessed in a human evaluation.
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8

Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis we address explainable question answering. We focus on the
HotpotQA data set and replicate two baseline models (Yang et al., 2018; Qi
et al., 2019). Further, we identify (i) silent fact integration and (ii) reporting
unused facts as relevant as key weaknesses of the baseline models. We propose
two novel evaluation approaches to quantify these: (i) removing different
numbers of facts that the model predicted to be (ir)relevant and measuring
the impact on answer changes and answer accuracy and (ii) measuring the
fractions of answer spans inside facts predicted to be (ir)relevant.
We present three approaches to address the identified problems. First, we
propose a model architecture that we refer to as “Select & Forget”. With this
architecture a model first decides which facts are relevant to answer the question and then discards all other facts before actually predicting the answer.
Thereby it ensures not to silently integrate facts that are not reported as
relevant to the user. Second, we present a post-hoc heuristic that reduces the
number of facts predicted to be relevant based on the impact of their removal
on the model’s answer prediction. This method addresses the false reporting of unused facts. Third, we introduce a regularization term to enhance
the coupling of answer and fact prediction, which addresses both identified
problems jointly.
We assess our methods and their combinations on the HotpotQA data
set and and compare their performance to the baseline models. While we
observe no or only slight improvements on answer and fact F1 scores, our
methods improve the performance on our proposed metrics distinctly.
In order to evaluate how these performance gains effect human behavior,
we conduct an online study with 50 participants in which we measure a broad
range of dependent variables such as certainty, trust, perceived helpfulness
and model overestimation. We find that all our tested methods improve the
participants’ ability to judge model correctness and their certainty compared
to the baseline model. Our “Select & Forget” model reduces the number of
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times participants falsely trust a model prediction by over 70%, the regularized model by 49% percent. We further identify complementary benefits
between the “Select & Forget” and the regularized model and give advice on
which model should be used in which context.
In addition, we discuss relations between dependent variables and evaluate which automatized metrics are suited best to predict human performance
indicators. Our results suggest that our proposed metrics are linked to human behavior more strongly than standard metrics. Therefore, we argue to
use and further explore metrics specifically designed for explainability as a
completion to F1 scores.
Future work could address the human evaluation of our combined methods models, assess state-of-the-art models on the HotpotQA data set with
respect to our proposed metrics and replicate our findings across different
data sets and model types. We suggest to generalize the post-hoc heuristic
to allow for answer changes while removing facts as proposed in Section 6.3.1
and to explore the interaction of hyperparameters regarding our proposed
regularization term in more detail. Further directions include investigating
long-term learning effects regarding users’ understanding of the models and
applying advanced methods to measure the users’ trust and satisfaction.
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A
A.1
A.1.1

Supplementary Material
Additional Model Analysis
Model Performance per Question and Reasoning Type

Similar to the corpus analysis in Yang et al. (2018), we define the question type as the first “WH word” in the question. Questions without a WH
word are categorized as “none”. We consider the WH words “what”, “when”,
“where”, “which”, “who”, “whom”, “whose”, “why” and “how”. The reasoning type describes how the information from multiple hops has to be combined in order to reach the answer. It is already annotated in the HotpotQA
data set.
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how
what

(41.8%)
(2.8%)

regularized

PH

Answer-F1

63.27

59.55

64.75

63.27

SP-F1

78.13

76.37

68.87

80.68

Joint-F1

52.98

50.21

48.19

54.31

Answer-F1

63.88

58.90

63.17

63.88

SP-F1

77.86

78.28

74.62

77.01

Joint-F1

51.90

49.40

48.97

52.00

Answer-F1

73.84

65.68

73.35

73.84

SP-F1

78.14

79.65

73.59

78.69

Joint-F1

60.85

56.50

56.37

62.56

Answer-F1

61.56

57.44

59.70

61.56

78.25

77.93

74.60

78.90

Joint-F1

50.15

48.62

46.81

51.62

Answer-F1

66.81

63.75

66.35

66.81

SP-F1

79.66

80.77

75.45

78.31

Joint-F1

55.17

53.58

51.67

54.83

Answer-F1

62.89

60.49

63.28

62.89

SP-F1

81.18

81.83

76.56

80.70

Joint-F1

52.15

51.14

49.22

52.50

Answer-F1

68.52

58.52

75.24

68.52

SP-F1

75.04

74.30

72.46

77.38

Joint-F1

56.22

49.93

55.00

58.38

Answer-F1

60.15

62.22

64.41

60.15

SP-F1

79.13

84.28

82.50

72.16

Joint-F1

50.09

56.63

55.19

46.06

Answer-F1

34.20

18.00

30.19

34.20

SP-F1

63.29

72.90

66.26

62.33

Joint-F1

29.24

16.49

18.91

32.36

Answer-F1

52.67

52.55

54.05

52.67

SP-F1

85.08

87.20

83.64

84.92

Joint-F1

45.86

46.71

46.54

46.11

f1

66.14

61.73

65.93

66.14

sp f1

77.82

78.34

74.02

77.31

joint f1

53.89

51.66

50.81

54.16

f1

54.27

53.08

54.10

54.27

sp f1

85.38

86.94

81.85

83.99

joint f1

47.00

46.94

45.08

46.73

whom

(0.6%)
(0.8%)

whose
why

(0.1%)
(79.9%)

(7.8%)

none
bridge
comp.

(20.1%)

who

SP-F1

(13.9%)

where

S&F

(3.2%)

refined BL

which

Metric

(25.3%)

when

(3.7%)

Type

Table 11: F1 -scores per question type (top) and per reasoning type (bottom).
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A.2

User Study Content

A.2.1

Study Screenshots

Question 25 / 25

Question: Are Brainerd Lakes Regional Airport and Sawyer International Airport located in Europe?
System answer: no
System explanation:
[Brainerd Lakes Regional Airport]:
Brainerd Lakes Regional Airport (IATA: BRD, ICAO: KBRD, FAA LID: BRD) is a public use airport located three nautical miles (6 km)
northeast of the central business district of Brainerd, a city in Crow Wing County, Minnesota, United States.
[Sawyer International Airport]:
Sawyer International Airport (IATA: MQT, ICAO: KSAW, FAA LID: SAW) is a county owned public use airport in Marquette County,
Michigan, United States.

Do you think the system's answer is correct?

Yes

No

Please rate how much you disagree / agree to each of the following statements.

I am conﬁdent that my choice is correct.

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly agree

Agree

Strongly agree

The given explanation helps me to decide if the answer is correct.

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Did you know the answer without the system's answer or explanations?

Yes

No

SUBMIT

Figure 35: Screenshot of the online question rating interface.
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Questionnaire

The following questions are asked with regard to all model outputs you saw on the previous pages.
Please rate how much you disagree / agree to each of the following statements.

I trust the question answering system.

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly agree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly agree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly agree

Agree

Strongly agree

The explanations contained relevant information.

Strongly disagree

Disagree

The explanations also contained irrelevant information.

Strongly disagree

Disagree

I am satisﬁed with the question answering system and its explanation.

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral

SUBMIT

Figure 36: Screenshot of the post-questionnaire.
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A.2.2

Answer Correctness Annotation

incorrect

correct

5a710d155542994082a3e520
5a790364554299029c4b5ee6
5a7db62d5542997cc2c4747c
5a82efe355429966c78a6aa1
5a8318dd55429940e5e1a95e
5a83f07455429933447460be
5a87c19a5542994846c1cde6
5a87ed5b5542994846c1cdfc
5a8b6d885542997f31a41d25
5a8e17ce554299653c1aa169
5a8ea03e5542990e94052b81
5ab553e2554299494045ef81
5ab627d555429953192ad27e
5ab7f0015542992aa3b8c88b
5ab9cfe655429970cfb8ebaf
5abd001d5542993a06baf9f2
5abfa0285542990832d3a171
5ac439005542995c82c4acf9
5ac538025542996feb3fea41
5adf72d35542992d7e9f9369
5ae0ae4555429945ae959419
5ae234005542994d89d5b392
5ae2ee5e5542991a06ce990a
5ae56c875542990ba0bbb2a2
5ae634355542995703ce8b41

ref. BL
S&F
reg.
PH

Figure 37: Annotated model answer correctness per question ID and model.
The struck-through IDs correspond to questions excluded in the analysis. An
answer is labeled as correct if the model answer is identical to the ground
truth answer from a human perspective, e.g. the answer “Firth of Clyde” and
“Firth of Clyde, Scotland” are considered to be identical although they are
not identical to the exact match metric.

A.2.3

Full List of Model Predictions

The following is a full list of the questions, model predictions and ground
truth annotations used within the user study. Green answers indicate equivalence to the ground truth answer rated by humans, red answers mark different answers.
Who was the defense counsel of a German woman who underwent Catholic exorcism rites during the year before her death?
(5a710d155542994082a3e520)
BL

Erich Schmidt-Leichner
(Erich Schmidt-Leichner) Erich Schmidt-Leichner (14 October 1910 – 17 March 1983) was a German lawyer who made
a name as a distinguished defense counsel at the Nuremberg Trials (1945 - 1946).)
(Erich Schmidt-Leichner) In 1978, he was a defense counsel in the ”Klingenberg Case” (Anneliese Michel), where a
married couple were accused of negligent homicide for failing to call a medical doctor during an exorcism of their
daughter.)
(Anneliese Michel) Anneliese Michel ] (21 September 1952 – 1 July 1976) was a German woman who underwent Catholic
exorcism rites during the year before her death.)
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(The Exorcism of Emily Rose) The film is loosely based on the story of Anneliese Michel and follows a self-proclaimed
agnostic who acts as defense counsel (Linney) representing a parish priest (Wilkinson), accused by the state of negligent
homicide after he performed an exorcism.)
PH

Erich Schmidt-Leichner
(Erich Schmidt-Leichner) Erich Schmidt-Leichner (14 October 1910 – 17 March 1983) was a German lawyer who made
a name as a distinguished defense counsel at the Nuremberg Trials (1945 - 1946).)
(Anneliese Michel) Anneliese Michel ] (21 September 1952 – 1 July 1976) was a German woman who underwent Catholic
exorcism rites during the year before her death.)

S&F Erich Schmidt-Leichner
(Erich Schmidt-Leichner) Erich Schmidt-Leichner (14 October 1910 – 17 March 1983) was a German lawyer who made
a name as a distinguished defense counsel at the Nuremberg Trials (1945 - 1946).)
(Erich Schmidt-Leichner) In 1978, he was a defense counsel in the ”Klingenberg Case” (Anneliese Michel), where a
married couple were accused of negligent homicide for failing to call a medical doctor during an exorcism of their
daughter.)
(Anneliese Michel) Anneliese Michel ] (21 September 1952 – 1 July 1976) was a German woman who underwent Catholic
exorcism rites during the year before her death.)
reg.

Erich Schmidt-Leichner
(Erich Schmidt-Leichner) Erich Schmidt-Leichner (14 October 1910 – 17 March 1983) was a German lawyer who made
a name as a distinguished defense counsel at the Nuremberg Trials (1945 - 1946).)
(Erich Schmidt-Leichner) In 1978, he was a defense counsel in the ”Klingenberg Case” (Anneliese Michel), where a
married couple were accused of negligent homicide for failing to call a medical doctor during an exorcism of their
daughter.)
(Anneliese Michel) Anneliese Michel ] (21 September 1952 – 1 July 1976) was a German woman who underwent Catholic
exorcism rites during the year before her death.)
(The Exorcism of Emily Rose) The film is loosely based on the story of Anneliese Michel and follows a self-proclaimed
agnostic who acts as defense counsel (Linney) representing a parish priest (Wilkinson), accused by the state of negligent
homicide after he performed an exorcism.)

GT

Erich Schmidt-Leichner
(Erich Schmidt-Leichner) Erich Schmidt-Leichner (14 October 1910 – 17 March 1983) was a German lawyer who made
a name as a distinguished defense counsel at the Nuremberg Trials (1945 - 1946).)
(Erich Schmidt-Leichner) In 1978, he was a defense counsel in the ”Klingenberg Case” (Anneliese Michel), where a
married couple were accused of negligent homicide for failing to call a medical doctor during an exorcism of their
daughter.)
(Anneliese Michel) Anneliese Michel ] (21 September 1952 – 1 July 1976) was a German woman who underwent Catholic
exorcism rites during the year before her death.)
For what reason did Gustavo Rodolfo Mendoza Hernandex resign to the first Jesuit pope? (5a790364554299029c4b5ee6)

BL

Catholic Church
(Gustavo Rodolfo Mendoza Hernández) On 11 November 2016, resigned to Pope Francis citing his age.)
(Pope Francis) Pope Francis (Latin: ”Franciscus” ; Italian: ”Francesco” ; Spanish: ”Francisco” ; born Jorge Mario
Bergoglio; 17 December 1936) is the 266th and current Pope of the Catholic Church, a title he holds ”ex officio” as
Bishop of Rome, and sovereign of Vatican City.)
(Pope Francis) Francis is the first Jesuit pope, the first from the Americas, the first from the Southern Hemisphere, the
first to choose a name not used by a predecessor since Lando in 913 AD, and the first pope from outside Europe since
the Syrian Gregory III, who reigned in the 8th century.)

PH

Catholic Church
(Pope Francis) Pope Francis (Latin: ”Franciscus” ; Italian: ”Francesco” ; Spanish: ”Francisco” ; born Jorge Mario
Bergoglio; 17 December 1936) is the 266th and current Pope of the Catholic Church, a title he holds ”ex officio” as
Bishop of Rome, and sovereign of Vatican City.)
(Gustavo Rodolfo Mendoza Hernández) On 11 November 2016, resigned to Pope Francis citing his age.)

S&F Europe
(Gustavo Rodolfo Mendoza Hernández) On 11 November 2016, resigned to Pope Francis citing his age.)
(Pope Francis) Francis is the first Jesuit pope, the first from the Americas, the first from the Southern Hemisphere, the
first to choose a name not used by a predecessor since Lando in 913 AD, and the first pope from outside Europe since
the Syrian Gregory III, who reigned in the 8th century.)
reg.

Lando
(Gustavo Rodolfo Mendoza Hernández) Gustavo Rodolfo Mendoza Hernández (born 19 October 1934 in Guatemala City
) is a Guatemalan clergyman and emeritus Roman Catholic auxiliary bishop in Guatemala .)
(Gustavo Rodolfo Mendoza Hernández) On 11 November 2016, resigned to Pope Francis citing his age.)
(Pope Francis) Pope Francis (Latin: ”Franciscus” ; Italian: ”Francesco” ; Spanish: ”Francisco” ; born Jorge Mario
Bergoglio; 17 December 1936) is the 266th and current Pope of the Catholic Church, a title he holds ”ex officio” as
Bishop of Rome, and sovereign of Vatican City.)
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(Pope Francis) Francis is the first Jesuit pope, the first from the Americas, the first from the Southern Hemisphere, the
first to choose a name not used by a predecessor since Lando in 913 AD, and the first pope from outside Europe since
the Syrian Gregory III, who reigned in the 8th century.)
GT

his age
(Gustavo Rodolfo Mendoza Hernández) On 11 November 2016, resigned to Pope Francis citing his age.)
(Pope Francis) Francis is the first Jesuit pope, the first from the Americas, the first from the Southern Hemisphere, the
first to choose a name not used by a predecessor since Lando in 913 AD, and the first pope from outside Europe since
the Syrian Gregory III, who reigned in the 8th century.)
What German state was Karl Julius Perleb born in? (5a7db62d5542997cc2c4747c)

BL

Baden-Württemberg
(Freiburg im Breisgau) Freiburg im Breisgau (] ; Alemannic: ”Friburg im Brisgau” [�f�i�b�ə�̊] ; French: ”Fribourg-enBrisgau” ) is a city in Baden-Württemberg, Germany with a population of about 220,000.)
(Karl Julius Perleb) Karl Julius Perleb (20 June 1794, Konstanz – 8 June 1845, Freiburg im Breisgau) (also known as
Carl Julius Perleb) was a German botanist and natural scientist.)

PH

Baden-Württemberg
(Freiburg im Breisgau) Freiburg im Breisgau (] ; Alemannic: ”Friburg im Brisgau” [�f�i�b�ə�̊] ; French: ”Fribourg-enBrisgau” ) is a city in Baden-Württemberg, Germany with a population of about 220,000.)
(Karl Julius Perleb) Karl Julius Perleb (20 June 1794, Konstanz – 8 June 1845, Freiburg im Breisgau) (also known as
Carl Julius Perleb) was a German botanist and natural scientist.)

S&F Baden-Württemberg
(Freiburg im Breisgau) Freiburg im Breisgau (] ; Alemannic: ”Friburg im Brisgau” [�f�i�b�ə�̊] ; French: ”Fribourg-enBrisgau” ) is a city in Baden-Württemberg, Germany with a population of about 220,000.)
(Karl Julius Perleb) Karl Julius Perleb (20 June 1794, Konstanz – 8 June 1845, Freiburg im Breisgau) (also known as
Carl Julius Perleb) was a German botanist and natural scientist.)
reg.

Baden-Württemberg
(Freiburg im Breisgau) Freiburg im Breisgau (] ; Alemannic: ”Friburg im Brisgau” [�f�i�b�ə�̊] ; French: ”Fribourg-enBrisgau” ) is a city in Baden-Württemberg, Germany with a population of about 220,000.)
(Karl Julius Perleb) Karl Julius Perleb (20 June 1794, Konstanz – 8 June 1845, Freiburg im Breisgau) (also known as
Carl Julius Perleb) was a German botanist and natural scientist.)

GT

Baden-Württemberg
(Karl Julius Perleb) Karl Julius Perleb (20 June 1794, Konstanz – 8 June 1845, Freiburg im Breisgau) (also known as
Carl Julius Perleb) was a German botanist and natural scientist.)
(Freiburg im Breisgau) Freiburg im Breisgau (] ; Alemannic: ”Friburg im Brisgau” [�f�i�b�ə�̊] ; French: ”Fribourg-enBrisgau” ) is a city in Baden-Württemberg, Germany with a population of about 220,000.)
Polk County Florida’s second most populated city is home to which mall? (5a82efe355429966c78a6aa1)

BL

Eagle Ridge Mall
(Eagle Ridge Mall) Eagle Ridge Mall is a regional, enclosed shopping mall located on the north side of Lake Wales,
Florida.)
(Eagle Ridge Mall) Sears relocated from an existing mall, Winter Haven Mall, in nearby Winter Haven.)
(Winter Haven, Florida) Winter Haven is a city in Polk County, Florida, United States.)
(Winter Haven, Florida) According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2015 estimates, the city had a population of 37,689,
making it the second most populated city in Polk County.)

PH

Eagle Ridge Mall
(Eagle Ridge Mall) Sears relocated from an existing mall, Winter Haven Mall, in nearby Winter Haven.)
(Winter Haven, Florida) According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2015 estimates, the city had a population of 37,689,
making it the second most populated city in Polk County.)

S&F Winter Haven Mall
(Eagle Ridge Mall) Eagle Ridge Mall is a regional, enclosed shopping mall located on the north side of Lake Wales,
Florida.)
(Eagle Ridge Mall) Sears relocated from an existing mall, Winter Haven Mall, in nearby Winter Haven.)
(Winter Haven, Florida) According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2015 estimates, the city had a population of 37,689,
making it the second most populated city in Polk County.)
reg.

Eagle Ridge Mall
(Eagle Ridge Mall) Eagle Ridge Mall is a regional, enclosed shopping mall located on the north side of Lake Wales,
Florida.)
(Eagle Ridge Mall) This mall has two anchor stores: JCPenney and Dillard’s.)
(Eagle Ridge Mall) On the north side of the mall is a large food court and a carousel.)
(Eagle Ridge Mall) Sears relocated from an existing mall, Winter Haven Mall, in nearby Winter Haven.)
(Winter Haven, Florida) Winter Haven is a city in Polk County, Florida, United States.)
(Winter Haven, Florida) According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2015 estimates, the city had a population of 37,689,
making it the second most populated city in Polk County.)

GT

Winter Haven Mall
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(Eagle Ridge Mall) Sears relocated from an existing mall, Winter Haven Mall, in nearby Winter Haven.)
(Winter Haven, Florida) According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2015 estimates, the city had a population of 37,689,
making it the second most populated city in Polk County.)
Who made the If/Then musical which has a theatrical score by a man who won the Tony Award and 2008 Outer Critics
Circle Award? (5a8318dd55429940e5e1a95e)
BL

Tom Kitt
(Tom Kitt (musician)) He also won the Tony Award and 2008 Outer Critics Circle Award, and was nominated for a
Drama Desk Award for ”American Idiot” and ”Everyday Rapture”.)
(If/Then) If/Then is a musical with a libretto by Brian Yorkey and a theatrical score by Tom Kitt, directed by Michael
Greif.)

PH

Tom Kitt
(Tom Kitt (musician)) He also won the Tony Award and 2008 Outer Critics Circle Award, and was nominated for a
Drama Desk Award for ”American Idiot” and ”Everyday Rapture”.)
(If/Then) If/Then is a musical with a libretto by Brian Yorkey and a theatrical score by Tom Kitt, directed by Michael
Greif.)

S&F Brian Yorkey
(Tom Kitt (musician)) He also won the Tony Award and 2008 Outer Critics Circle Award, and was nominated for a
Drama Desk Award for ”American Idiot” and ”Everyday Rapture”.)
(If/Then) If/Then is a musical with a libretto by Brian Yorkey and a theatrical score by Tom Kitt, directed by Michael
Greif.)
reg.

Brian Yorkey
(Tom Kitt (musician)) Thomas Robert ”Tom” Kitt (born February 28, 1974) is an American composer, conductor,
orchestrator and musician.)
(Tom Kitt (musician)) He also won the Tony Award and 2008 Outer Critics Circle Award, and was nominated for a
Drama Desk Award for ”American Idiot” and ”Everyday Rapture”.)
(If/Then) If/Then is a musical with a libretto by Brian Yorkey and a theatrical score by Tom Kitt, directed by Michael
Greif.)

GT

Brian Yorkey
(If/Then) If/Then is a musical with a libretto by Brian Yorkey and a theatrical score by Tom Kitt, directed by Michael
Greif.)
(Tom Kitt (musician)) He also won the Tony Award and 2008 Outer Critics Circle Award, and was nominated for a
Drama Desk Award for ”American Idiot” and ”Everyday Rapture”.)
Are Brainerd Lakes Regional Airport and Sawyer International Airport located in Europe? (5a83f07455429933447460be)

BL

no
(Brainerd Lakes Regional Airport) Brainerd Lakes Regional Airport (IATA: BRD, ICAO: KBRD, FAA LID: BRD) is a
public use airport located three nautical miles (6 km) northeast of the central business district of Brainerd, a city in
Crow Wing County, Minnesota, United States.)
(Sawyer International Airport) Sawyer International Airport (IATA: MQT, ICAO: KSAW, FAA LID: SAW) is a county
owned public use airport in Marquette County, Michigan, United States.)

PH

no
(Sawyer International Airport) Sawyer International Airport (IATA: MQT, ICAO: KSAW, FAA LID: SAW) is a county
owned public use airport in Marquette County, Michigan, United States.)
(Brainerd Lakes Regional Airport) Brainerd Lakes Regional Airport (IATA: BRD, ICAO: KBRD, FAA LID: BRD) is a
public use airport located three nautical miles (6 km) northeast of the central business district of Brainerd, a city in
Crow Wing County, Minnesota, United States.)

S&F yes
(Brainerd Lakes Regional Airport) Brainerd Lakes Regional Airport (IATA: BRD, ICAO: KBRD, FAA LID: BRD) is a
public use airport located three nautical miles (6 km) northeast of the central business district of Brainerd, a city in
Crow Wing County, Minnesota, United States.)
(Sawyer International Airport) Sawyer International Airport (IATA: MQT, ICAO: KSAW, FAA LID: SAW) is a county
owned public use airport in Marquette County, Michigan, United States.)
reg.

no
(Brainerd Lakes Regional Airport) Brainerd Lakes Regional Airport (IATA: BRD, ICAO: KBRD, FAA LID: BRD) is a
public use airport located three nautical miles (6 km) northeast of the central business district of Brainerd, a city in
Crow Wing County, Minnesota, United States.)
(Sawyer International Airport) Sawyer International Airport (IATA: MQT, ICAO: KSAW, FAA LID: SAW) is a county
owned public use airport in Marquette County, Michigan, United States.)

GT

no
(Sawyer International Airport) Sawyer International Airport (IATA: MQT, ICAO: KSAW, FAA LID: SAW) is a county
owned public use airport in Marquette County, Michigan, United States.)
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(Brainerd Lakes Regional Airport) Brainerd Lakes Regional Airport (IATA: BRD, ICAO: KBRD, FAA LID: BRD) is a
public use airport located three nautical miles (6 km) northeast of the central business district of Brainerd, a city in
Crow Wing County, Minnesota, United States.)
Which

shore

does

the

castle,

which

Sir

James

Montgomery,

4th

Baronet

is

the

tenth

laird

of,

stand?

(5a87c19a5542994846c1cde6)
BL

eastern shore
(Sir James Montgomery, 4th Baronet) Sir James Montgomery, 4th Baronet (or Montgomerie, died 1694) was the tenth
laird of Skelmorlie.)
(Skelmorlie Castle) Skelmorlie Castle stands on the eastern shore of the Firth of Clyde, Scotland, at the north-western
corner of the county of Ayrshire.)
(Skelmorlie Castle) The modern village of Skelmorlie lies to the north of the castle.)

PH

eastern shore
(Skelmorlie Castle) Skelmorlie Castle stands on the eastern shore of the Firth of Clyde, Scotland, at the north-western
corner of the county of Ayrshire.)
(Sir James Montgomery, 4th Baronet) Sir James Montgomery, 4th Baronet (or Montgomerie, died 1694) was the tenth
laird of Skelmorlie.)

S&F Firth of Clyde, Scotland
(Sir James Montgomery, 4th Baronet) Sir James Montgomery, 4th Baronet (or Montgomerie, died 1694) was the tenth
laird of Skelmorlie.)
(Skelmorlie Castle) Skelmorlie Castle stands on the eastern shore of the Firth of Clyde, Scotland, at the north-western
corner of the county of Ayrshire.)
(Skelmorlie Castle) The modern village of Skelmorlie lies to the north of the castle.)
reg.

Firth of Clyde, Scotland
(Sir James Montgomery, 4th Baronet) Sir James Montgomery, 4th Baronet (or Montgomerie, died 1694) was the tenth
laird of Skelmorlie.)
(Skelmorlie Castle) Skelmorlie Castle stands on the eastern shore of the Firth of Clyde, Scotland, at the north-western
corner of the county of Ayrshire.)
(Skelmorlie Castle) The modern village of Skelmorlie lies to the north of the castle.)

GT

Firth of Clyde
(Sir James Montgomery, 4th Baronet) Sir James Montgomery, 4th Baronet (or Montgomerie, died 1694) was the tenth
laird of Skelmorlie.)
(Skelmorlie Castle) Skelmorlie Castle stands on the eastern shore of the Firth of Clyde, Scotland, at the north-western
corner of the county of Ayrshire.)
What type of license is the open source roguelike video game video released 2012, in which a subset of it’s pricing model is a
called free-to-play, licensed under? (5a87ed5b5542994846c1cdfc)

BL

GNU GPLv3
(Open-source license) <onlyinclude>An open-source license is a type of license for computer software and other products
that allows the source code, blueprint or design to be used, modified and/or shared under defined terms and conditions.)
(Open-source license) However, open-source licenses may have some restrictions, particularly regarding the expression
of respect to the origin of software, such as a requirement to preserve the name of the authors and a copyright statement
within the code, or a requirement to redistribute the licensed software only under the same license (as in a copyleft
license).)
(Freemium) A subset of this model used by the video gaming industry is called free-to-play.)
(Tales of Maj’Eyal) Tales of Maj’Eyal is an open source roguelike video game released 2012 for Microsoft Windows, Mac
OS X, and Linux.)
(Tales of Maj’Eyal) The game’s TE4 game engine source code is under a GNU GPLv3 license, the game’s assets are
licensed for use ”with the Tales of Maj’Eyal game only.”)

PH

GNU GPLv3
(Tales of Maj’Eyal) The game’s TE4 game engine source code is under a GNU GPLv3 license, the game’s assets are
licensed for use ”with the Tales of Maj’Eyal game only.”)
(Freemium) A subset of this model used by the video gaming industry is called free-to-play.)

S&F GNU GPLv3 license
(Freemium) Freemium is a pricing strategy by which a product or service (typically a digital offering or application such
as software, media, games or web services) is provided free of charge, but money (premium) is charged for additional
features, services, or virtual goods.)
(Freemium) A subset of this model used by the video gaming industry is called free-to-play.)
(Tales of Maj’Eyal) Tales of Maj’Eyal is an open source roguelike video game released 2012 for Microsoft Windows, Mac
OS X, and Linux.)
(Tales of Maj’Eyal) The game’s TE4 game engine source code is under a GNU GPLv3 license, the game’s assets are
licensed for use ”with the Tales of Maj’Eyal game only.”)
reg.

GNU GPLv3
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(Open-source license) <onlyinclude>An open-source license is a type of license for computer software and other products
that allows the source code, blueprint or design to be used, modified and/or shared under defined terms and conditions.)
(Freemium) Freemium is a pricing strategy by which a product or service (typically a digital offering or application such
as software, media, games or web services) is provided free of charge, but money (premium) is charged for additional
features, services, or virtual goods.)
(Freemium) A subset of this model used by the video gaming industry is called free-to-play.)
(Tales of Maj’Eyal) Tales of Maj’Eyal is an open source roguelike video game released 2012 for Microsoft Windows, Mac
OS X, and Linux.)
(Tales of Maj’Eyal) Donations grant some exclusive online features (Freemium model).)
(Tales of Maj’Eyal) The game’s TE4 game engine source code is under a GNU GPLv3 license, the game’s assets are
licensed for use ”with the Tales of Maj’Eyal game only.”)
GT

GNU GPLv3
(Tales of Maj’Eyal) Tales of Maj’Eyal is an open source roguelike video game released 2012 for Microsoft Windows, Mac
OS X, and Linux.)
(Tales of Maj’Eyal) The game’s TE4 game engine source code is under a GNU GPLv3 license, the game’s assets are
licensed for use ”with the Tales of Maj’Eyal game only.”)
(Freemium) Freemium is a pricing strategy by which a product or service (typically a digital offering or application such
as software, media, games or web services) is provided free of charge, but money (premium) is charged for additional
features, services, or virtual goods.)
(Freemium) A subset of this model used by the video gaming industry is called free-to-play.)
Which actress is ”Beyond Rangoon” was also in ”True Romance” and ”Ed Wood?” (5a8b6d885542997f31a41d25)

BL

Patricia Arquette
(Beyond Rangoon) Beyond Rangoon is a 1995 drama film directed by John Boorman about Laura Bowman (played
by Patricia Arquette), an American tourist who vacations in Burma (Myanmar) in 1988, the year in which the 8888
Uprising takes place.)
(Patricia Arquette) Her notable films include Tony Scott’s ”True Romance” (1993), Tim Burton’s ”Ed Wood” (1994),
David O. Russell’s ”Flirting with Disaster” (1996), David Lynch’s ”Lost Highway” (1997), Stephen Frears’s ”The Hi-Lo
Country” (1998), Martin Scorsese’s ”Bringing Out the Dead” (1999), and Andrew Davis’s ”Holes” (2003).)
(Ed Wood (film)) Sarah Jessica Parker, Patricia Arquette, Jeffrey Jones, Lisa Marie, and Bill Murray are among the
supporting cast.)

PH

Patricia Arquette
(Beyond Rangoon) Beyond Rangoon is a 1995 drama film directed by John Boorman about Laura Bowman (played
by Patricia Arquette), an American tourist who vacations in Burma (Myanmar) in 1988, the year in which the 8888
Uprising takes place.)
(Patricia Arquette) Her notable films include Tony Scott’s ”True Romance” (1993), Tim Burton’s ”Ed Wood” (1994),
David O. Russell’s ”Flirting with Disaster” (1996), David Lynch’s ”Lost Highway” (1997), Stephen Frears’s ”The Hi-Lo
Country” (1998), Martin Scorsese’s ”Bringing Out the Dead” (1999), and Andrew Davis’s ”Holes” (2003).)

S&F Patricia Arquette
(Beyond Rangoon) Beyond Rangoon is a 1995 drama film directed by John Boorman about Laura Bowman (played
by Patricia Arquette), an American tourist who vacations in Burma (Myanmar) in 1988, the year in which the 8888
Uprising takes place.)
(Patricia Arquette) Her notable films include Tony Scott’s ”True Romance” (1993), Tim Burton’s ”Ed Wood” (1994),
David O. Russell’s ”Flirting with Disaster” (1996), David Lynch’s ”Lost Highway” (1997), Stephen Frears’s ”The Hi-Lo
Country” (1998), Martin Scorsese’s ”Bringing Out the Dead” (1999), and Andrew Davis’s ”Holes” (2003).)
reg.

Patricia Arquette
(Beyond Rangoon) Beyond Rangoon is a 1995 drama film directed by John Boorman about Laura Bowman (played
by Patricia Arquette), an American tourist who vacations in Burma (Myanmar) in 1988, the year in which the 8888
Uprising takes place.)
(Patricia Arquette) Patricia Arquette (born April 8, 1968) is an American actor.)
(Patricia Arquette) Her notable films include Tony Scott’s ”True Romance” (1993), Tim Burton’s ”Ed Wood” (1994),
David O. Russell’s ”Flirting with Disaster” (1996), David Lynch’s ”Lost Highway” (1997), Stephen Frears’s ”The Hi-Lo
Country” (1998), Martin Scorsese’s ”Bringing Out the Dead” (1999), and Andrew Davis’s ”Holes” (2003).)
(Ed Wood (film)) Ed Wood is a 1994 American biographical period comedy-drama film directed and produced by Tim
Burton, and starring Johnny Depp as cult filmmaker Ed Wood.)

GT

Patricia Arquette
(Beyond Rangoon) Beyond Rangoon is a 1995 drama film directed by John Boorman about Laura Bowman (played
by Patricia Arquette), an American tourist who vacations in Burma (Myanmar) in 1988, the year in which the 8888
Uprising takes place.)
(Patricia Arquette) Her notable films include Tony Scott’s ”True Romance” (1993), Tim Burton’s ”Ed Wood” (1994),
David O. Russell’s ”Flirting with Disaster” (1996), David Lynch’s ”Lost Highway” (1997), Stephen Frears’s ”The Hi-Lo
Country” (1998), Martin Scorsese’s ”Bringing Out the Dead” (1999), and Andrew Davis’s ”Holes” (2003).)
Where in Greek mythology was the father of Benthesikyme venerated as a chief deity? (5a8e17ce554299653c1aa169)
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BL

Pylos and Thebes
(Poseidon) Poseidon ( ; Greek: Π������� , ] ) was one of the Twelve Olympians in ancient Greek religion and myth.)
(Poseidon) In pre-Olympian Bronze Age Greece, he was venerated as a chief deity at Pylos and Thebes.)
(Benthesikyme) Benthesikyme or Benthesicyme (Β����������, from ������ ”(sea) depth” and ���� ”wave”) in Greek mythology,
according to the ”Bibliotheca”, was a daughter of Poseidon and Amphitrite and wife of Enalos, by whom she had two
daughters.)

PH

Pylos and Thebes
(Benthesikyme) Benthesikyme or Benthesicyme (Β����������, from ������ ”(sea) depth” and ���� ”wave”) in Greek mythology,
according to the ”Bibliotheca”, was a daughter of Poseidon and Amphitrite and wife of Enalos, by whom she had two
daughters.)
(Poseidon) In pre-Olympian Bronze Age Greece, he was venerated as a chief deity at Pylos and Thebes.)

S&F Pylos and Thebes
(Poseidon) Poseidon ( ; Greek: Π������� , ] ) was one of the Twelve Olympians in ancient Greek religion and myth.)
(Poseidon) In pre-Olympian Bronze Age Greece, he was venerated as a chief deity at Pylos and Thebes.)
(Benthesikyme) Benthesikyme or Benthesicyme (Β����������, from ������ ”(sea) depth” and ���� ”wave”) in Greek mythology,
according to the ”Bibliotheca”, was a daughter of Poseidon and Amphitrite and wife of Enalos, by whom she had two
daughters.)
(Benthesikyme) She raised Eumolpus, son of Chione and Poseidon.)
reg.

Pylos and Thebes
(Poseidon) Poseidon ( ; Greek: Π������� , ] ) was one of the Twelve Olympians in ancient Greek religion and myth.)
(Poseidon) In pre-Olympian Bronze Age Greece, he was venerated as a chief deity at Pylos and Thebes.)
(Benthesikyme) Benthesikyme or Benthesicyme (Β����������, from ������ ”(sea) depth” and ���� ”wave”) in Greek mythology,
according to the ”Bibliotheca”, was a daughter of Poseidon and Amphitrite and wife of Enalos, by whom she had two
daughters.)
(Benthesikyme) She raised Eumolpus, son of Chione and Poseidon.)

GT

Pylos and Thebes
(Benthesikyme) Benthesikyme or Benthesicyme (Β����������, from ������ ”(sea) depth” and ���� ”wave”) in Greek mythology,
according to the ”Bibliotheca”, was a daughter of Poseidon and Amphitrite and wife of Enalos, by whom she had two
daughters.)
(Poseidon) Poseidon ( ; Greek: Π������� , ] ) was one of the Twelve Olympians in ancient Greek religion and myth.)
(Poseidon) In pre-Olympian Bronze Age Greece, he was venerated as a chief deity at Pylos and Thebes.)
Atlanta Zero Mile Post is located within a historic area opened in what year ? (5a8ea03e5542990e94052b81)

BL

1969
(Underground Atlanta) First opened in 1969, it takes advantage of the viaducts built over the city’s many railroad
tracks to accommodate later automobile traffic.)
(Atlanta Zero Mile Post) It is located in the basement of a disused building in Downtown Atlanta, within the Underground Atlanta Historic District, under the Central Ave. viaduct, between Alabama and Wall streets.)

PH

1969
(Atlanta Zero Mile Post) It is located in the basement of a disused building in Downtown Atlanta, within the Underground Atlanta Historic District, under the Central Ave. viaduct, between Alabama and Wall streets.)
(Underground Atlanta) First opened in 1969, it takes advantage of the viaducts built over the city’s many railroad
tracks to accommodate later automobile traffic.)

S&F 1969
(Underground Atlanta) First opened in 1969, it takes advantage of the viaducts built over the city’s many railroad
tracks to accommodate later automobile traffic.)
(Atlanta Zero Mile Post) It is located in the basement of a disused building in Downtown Atlanta, within the Underground Atlanta Historic District, under the Central Ave. viaduct, between Alabama and Wall streets.)
reg.

1969
(Underground Atlanta) Underground Atlanta was a shopping and entertainment district in the Five Points neighborhood
of downtown Atlanta, Georgia, United States, near the Five Points MARTA station.)
(Underground Atlanta) First opened in 1969, it takes advantage of the viaducts built over the city’s many railroad
tracks to accommodate later automobile traffic.)
(Atlanta Zero Mile Post) The Atlanta Zero Mile Post is a stone marker which marked the terminus of the Western and
Atlantic Railroad in Atlanta.)
(Atlanta Zero Mile Post) It is located in the basement of a disused building in Downtown Atlanta, within the Underground Atlanta Historic District, under the Central Ave. viaduct, between Alabama and Wall streets.)

GT

1969
(Atlanta Zero Mile Post) It is located in the basement of a disused building in Downtown Atlanta, within the Underground Atlanta Historic District, under the Central Ave. viaduct, between Alabama and Wall streets.)
(Underground Atlanta) First opened in 1969, it takes advantage of the viaducts built over the city’s many railroad
tracks to accommodate later automobile traffic.)
Which show was Andrew ”Andy” Spade’s brother in n the 1990s? (5ab553e2554299494045ef81)
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BL

Saturday Night Live
(Andy Spade) Andrew ”Andy” Spade is an American entrepreneur who is the co-founder of Partners & Spade, along
with Anthony Sperduti.)
(Andy Spade) He is the brother of actor/comedian David Spade.)
(David Spade) He rose to fame in the 1990s as a cast member on ”Saturday Night Live”, then began a successful acting
career in both film and television.)

PH

Saturday Night Live
(Andy Spade) He is the brother of actor/comedian David Spade.)
(David Spade) He rose to fame in the 1990s as a cast member on ”Saturday Night Live”, then began a successful acting
career in both film and television.)

S&F David Spade
(Andy Spade) Andrew ”Andy” Spade is an American entrepreneur who is the co-founder of Partners & Spade, along
with Anthony Sperduti.)
(Andy Spade) He is the brother of actor/comedian David Spade.)
(David Spade) He rose to fame in the 1990s as a cast member on ”Saturday Night Live”, then began a successful acting
career in both film and television.)
reg.

Saturday Night Live
(Andy Spade) Andrew ”Andy” Spade is an American entrepreneur who is the co-founder of Partners & Spade, along
with Anthony Sperduti.)
(Andy Spade) He is the brother of actor/comedian David Spade.)
(David Spade) David Wayne Spade (born July 22, 1964) is an American actor, stand-up comedian, writer and television
personality.)
(David Spade) He rose to fame in the 1990s as a cast member on ”Saturday Night Live”, then began a successful acting
career in both film and television.)

GT

”Saturday Night Live”
(Andy Spade) He is the brother of actor/comedian David Spade.)
(David Spade) He rose to fame in the 1990s as a cast member on ”Saturday Night Live”, then began a successful acting
career in both film and television.)
About Time is a British romantic comedy-drama film that stars an Irish actor and writer who recieved a Bachelor of Arts
from where? (5ab627d555429953192ad27e)

BL

Dublin Institute of Technology
(About Time (2013 film)) About Time is a 2013 British romantic comedy-drama film about a young man with the
special ability to time travel who tries to change his past in order to improve his future.)
(About Time (2013 film)) The film was written and directed by Richard Curtis, and stars Domhnall Gleeson, Rachel
McAdams and Bill Nighy.)
(Domhnall Gleeson) Domhnall Gleeson ( ; born 12 May 1983) is an Irish actor and writer.)
(Domhnall Gleeson) He received a Bachelor of Arts in Media Arts from Dublin Institute of Technology.)

PH

Dublin Institute of Technology
(About Time (2013 film)) The film was written and directed by Richard Curtis, and stars Domhnall Gleeson, Rachel
McAdams and Bill Nighy.)
(Domhnall Gleeson) He received a Bachelor of Arts in Media Arts from Dublin Institute of Technology.)

S&F Dublin Institute of Technology
(About Time (2013 film)) About Time is a 2013 British romantic comedy-drama film about a young man with the
special ability to time travel who tries to change his past in order to improve his future.)
(About Time (2013 film)) The film was written and directed by Richard Curtis, and stars Domhnall Gleeson, Rachel
McAdams and Bill Nighy.)
(Domhnall Gleeson) Domhnall Gleeson ( ; born 12 May 1983) is an Irish actor and writer.)
(Domhnall Gleeson) He received a Bachelor of Arts in Media Arts from Dublin Institute of Technology.)
reg.

Dublin Institute of Technology
(About Time (2013 film)) About Time is a 2013 British romantic comedy-drama film about a young man with the
special ability to time travel who tries to change his past in order to improve his future.)
(About Time (2013 film)) The film was written and directed by Richard Curtis, and stars Domhnall Gleeson, Rachel
McAdams and Bill Nighy.)
(Domhnall Gleeson) Domhnall Gleeson ( ; born 12 May 1983) is an Irish actor and writer.)
(Domhnall Gleeson) He received a Bachelor of Arts in Media Arts from Dublin Institute of Technology.)

GT

Dublin Institute of Technology
(About Time (2013 film)) About Time is a 2013 British romantic comedy-drama film about a young man with the
special ability to time travel who tries to change his past in order to improve his future.)
(About Time (2013 film)) The film was written and directed by Richard Curtis, and stars Domhnall Gleeson, Rachel
McAdams and Bill Nighy.)
(Domhnall Gleeson) Domhnall Gleeson ( ; born 12 May 1983) is an Irish actor and writer.)
(Domhnall Gleeson) He received a Bachelor of Arts in Media Arts from Dublin Institute of Technology.)
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Who did the Star and Dagger bass player marry? (5ab7f0015542992aa3b8c88b)
BL

Chris Lee
(Sean Yseult) She currently plays bass in the band Star & Dagger.)
(Supagroup) Chris Lee is married to former White Zombie bassist Sean Yseult.)

PH

Chris Lee
(Sean Yseult) She currently plays bass in the band Star & Dagger.)
(Supagroup) Chris Lee is married to former White Zombie bassist Sean Yseult.)

S&F Sean Yseult
(Sean Yseult) She currently plays bass in the band Star & Dagger.)
(Supagroup) Chris Lee is married to former White Zombie bassist Sean Yseult.)
reg.

White Zombie
(Sean Yseult) Sean Yseult (born June 6, 1966) is an American rock musician.)
(Sean Yseult) She currently plays bass in the band Star & Dagger.)
(Supagroup) Supagroup is an American rock and roll band from New Orleans, Louisiana.)
(Supagroup) Chris Lee is married to former White Zombie bassist Sean Yseult.)

GT

Sean Yseult.
(Supagroup) Chris Lee is married to former White Zombie bassist Sean Yseult.)
(Sean Yseult) She currently plays bass in the band Star & Dagger.)
Walt Disney World Quest: Magical Racing Tour includes the space-themed roller coaster that was opened on what date?
(5ab9cfe655429970cfb8ebaf)

BL

May 27, 1977
(Space Mountain (Disneyland)) Space Mountain (known as Hyperspace Mountain from 2015 to 2017) is an indoor,
space-themed roller coaster in Tomorrowland at Disneyland in Anaheim, California.)
(Space Mountain (Disneyland)) Opened on May 27, 1977, it was the second roller coaster built at Disneyland, and was
the second of the five versions of Space Mountain built by The Walt Disney Company.)
(Walt Disney World Quest: Magical Racing Tour) Walt Disney World Quest: Magical Racing Tour is a 2000 go-kart
racing video game based on attractions at the Walt Disney World Resort.)
(Walt Disney World Quest: Magical Racing Tour) Players compete in races on tracks inspired by attractions such as the
Haunted Mansion, Pirates of the Caribbean, Space Mountain and Big Thunder Mountain Railroad to acquire missing
parts for the park’s fireworks machine, which was accidentally destroyed by Chip ’n’ Dale while they were gathering
acorns.)
(Space Mountain) The first Space Mountain ride opened in 1975 at Walt Disney World Resort in Florida, and similar
attractions were then eventually built at the other Disney parks.)

PH

May 27, 1977
(Space Mountain (Disneyland)) Space Mountain (known as Hyperspace Mountain from 2015 to 2017) is an indoor,
space-themed roller coaster in Tomorrowland at Disneyland in Anaheim, California.)
(Space Mountain (Disneyland)) Opened on May 27, 1977, it was the second roller coaster built at Disneyland, and was
the second of the five versions of Space Mountain built by The Walt Disney Company.)

S&F May 27, 1977
(Space Mountain (Disneyland)) Space Mountain (known as Hyperspace Mountain from 2015 to 2017) is an indoor,
space-themed roller coaster in Tomorrowland at Disneyland in Anaheim, California.)
(Space Mountain (Disneyland)) Opened on May 27, 1977, it was the second roller coaster built at Disneyland, and was
the second of the five versions of Space Mountain built by The Walt Disney Company.)
(Walt Disney World Quest: Magical Racing Tour) Walt Disney World Quest: Magical Racing Tour is a 2000 go-kart
racing video game based on attractions at the Walt Disney World Resort.)
(Walt Disney World Quest: Magical Racing Tour) Players compete in races on tracks inspired by attractions such as the
Haunted Mansion, Pirates of the Caribbean, Space Mountain and Big Thunder Mountain Railroad to acquire missing
parts for the park’s fireworks machine, which was accidentally destroyed by Chip ’n’ Dale while they were gathering
acorns.)
reg.

May 27, 1977
(Space Mountain (Disneyland)) Space Mountain (known as Hyperspace Mountain from 2015 to 2017) is an indoor,
space-themed roller coaster in Tomorrowland at Disneyland in Anaheim, California.)
(Space Mountain (Disneyland)) Opened on May 27, 1977, it was the second roller coaster built at Disneyland, and was
the second of the five versions of Space Mountain built by The Walt Disney Company.)
(Walt Disney World Quest: Magical Racing Tour) Walt Disney World Quest: Magical Racing Tour is a 2000 go-kart
racing video game based on attractions at the Walt Disney World Resort.)
(Walt Disney World Quest: Magical Racing Tour) Players compete in races on tracks inspired by attractions such as the
Haunted Mansion, Pirates of the Caribbean, Space Mountain and Big Thunder Mountain Railroad to acquire missing
parts for the park’s fireworks machine, which was accidentally destroyed by Chip ’n’ Dale while they were gathering
acorns.)
(Space Mountain) Space Mountain is the name of a space-themed indoor roller coaster attraction located at five of the
Magic Kingdom-style Disney Parks (all except for Shanghai Disneyland Park).)
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(Space Mountain) The first Space Mountain ride opened in 1975 at Walt Disney World Resort in Florida, and similar
attractions were then eventually built at the other Disney parks.)
GT

January 15, 1975
(Walt Disney World Quest: Magical Racing Tour) Players compete in races on tracks inspired by attractions such as the
Haunted Mansion, Pirates of the Caribbean, Space Mountain and Big Thunder Mountain Railroad to acquire missing
parts for the park’s fireworks machine, which was accidentally destroyed by Chip ’n’ Dale while they were gathering
acorns.)
(Space Mountain (Magic Kingdom)) Opened on January 15, 1975, Space Mountain is the oldest operating roller coaster
in the state of Florida, and is the original version of the iconic attraction that has since been replicated at all of The
Walt Disney Company’s Magic Kingdom-style theme parks worldwide, except for the Shanghai Disneyland Resort.)
The Westchester Knicks are a basketball team in a minor league basketball organization that was known as what from 2001
to 2005? (5abd001d5542993a06baf9f2)

BL

National Basketball Development League (NBDL)
(NBA G League) The NBA G League is the National Basketball Association’s official minor league basketball organization.)
(NBA G League) The league was known as the National Basketball Development League (NBDL) from 2001 to 2005,
and the NBA Development League (NBA D-League) from 2005 until 2017.)
(Westchester Knicks) The Westchester Knicks are an American professional basketball team of the NBA G League and
is an affiliate of the New York Knicks in the National Basketball Association (NBA).)

PH

National Basketball Development League (NBDL)
(NBA G League) The NBA G League is the National Basketball Association’s official minor league basketball organization.)
(NBA G League) The league was known as the National Basketball Development League (NBDL) from 2001 to 2005,
and the NBA Development League (NBA D-League) from 2005 until 2017.)

S&F National Basketball Development League (NBDL)
(NBA G League) The NBA G League is the National Basketball Association’s official minor league basketball organization.)
(NBA G League) The league was known as the National Basketball Development League (NBDL) from 2001 to 2005,
and the NBA Development League (NBA D-League) from 2005 until 2017.)
(Westchester Knicks) The Westchester Knicks are an American professional basketball team of the NBA G League and
is an affiliate of the New York Knicks in the National Basketball Association (NBA).)
reg.

National Basketball Development League
(NBA G League) The NBA G League is the National Basketball Association’s official minor league basketball organization.)
(NBA G League) The league was known as the National Basketball Development League (NBDL) from 2001 to 2005,
and the NBA Development League (NBA D-League) from 2005 until 2017.)
(Westchester Knicks) The Westchester Knicks are an American professional basketball team of the NBA G League and
is an affiliate of the New York Knicks in the National Basketball Association (NBA).)

GT

National Basketball Development League
(Westchester Knicks) The Westchester Knicks are an American professional basketball team of the NBA G League and
is an affiliate of the New York Knicks in the National Basketball Association (NBA).)
(NBA G League) The NBA G League is the National Basketball Association’s official minor league basketball organization.)
(NBA G League) The league was known as the National Basketball Development League (NBDL) from 2001 to 2005,
and the NBA Development League (NBA D-League) from 2005 until 2017.)
Was Hoobastank or Fountains of Wayne formed first? (5abfa0285542990832d3a171)

BL

Hoobastank
(Hoobastank) Hoobastank (often stylized as h∞bastank) is an American rock band, formed in 1994 in Agoura Hills,
California with lead singer Doug Robb, guitarist Dan Estrin, drummer Chris Hesse, and original bassist Markku Lappalainen.)
(Fountains of Wayne) Fountains of Wayne was an American rock band that formed in New York City in 1995.)

PH

Hoobastank
(Fountains of Wayne) Fountains of Wayne was an American rock band that formed in New York City in 1995.)
(Hoobastank) Hoobastank (often stylized as h∞bastank) is an American rock band, formed in 1994 in Agoura Hills,
California with lead singer Doug Robb, guitarist Dan Estrin, drummer Chris Hesse, and original bassist Markku Lappalainen.)

S&F Hoobastank
(Hoobastank) Hoobastank (often stylized as h∞bastank) is an American rock band, formed in 1994 in Agoura Hills,
California with lead singer Doug Robb, guitarist Dan Estrin, drummer Chris Hesse, and original bassist Markku Lappalainen.)
(Fountains of Wayne) Fountains of Wayne was an American rock band that formed in New York City in 1995.)
reg.

Fountains of Wayne
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(Hoobastank) Hoobastank (often stylized as h∞bastank) is an American rock band, formed in 1994 in Agoura Hills,
California with lead singer Doug Robb, guitarist Dan Estrin, drummer Chris Hesse, and original bassist Markku Lappalainen.)
(Fountains of Wayne) Fountains of Wayne was an American rock band that formed in New York City in 1995.)
GT

Hoobastank
(Hoobastank) Hoobastank (often stylized as h∞bastank) is an American rock band, formed in 1994 in Agoura Hills,
California with lead singer Doug Robb, guitarist Dan Estrin, drummer Chris Hesse, and original bassist Markku Lappalainen.)
(Fountains of Wayne) Fountains of Wayne was an American rock band that formed in New York City in 1995.)
where was the 2006 Commonwealth Games that Mmoloki Nogeng won a bronze medal at held? (5ac439005542995c82c4acf9)

BL

Melbourne Exhibition Centre
(Boxing at the 2006 Commonwealth Games) Boxing at the 2006 Commonwealth Games was held at the Melbourne
Exhibition Centre.)
(Mmoloki Nogeng) Nogeng won a bronze medal at the 2006 Commonwealth Games in Melbourne, Australia, losing to
Bruno Julie in the semi-finals of the bantamweight (54 kg) category.)

PH

Melbourne Exhibition Centre
(Boxing at the 2006 Commonwealth Games) Boxing at the 2006 Commonwealth Games was held at the Melbourne
Exhibition Centre.)
(Mmoloki Nogeng) Nogeng won a bronze medal at the 2006 Commonwealth Games in Melbourne, Australia, losing to
Bruno Julie in the semi-finals of the bantamweight (54 kg) category.)

S&F Melbourne Exhibition Centre
(Boxing at the 2006 Commonwealth Games) Boxing at the 2006 Commonwealth Games was held at the Melbourne
Exhibition Centre.)
(Mmoloki Nogeng) Mmoloki Nogeng (born May 30, 1982) is a boxer from Botswana.)
(Mmoloki Nogeng) Nogeng won a bronze medal at the 2006 Commonwealth Games in Melbourne, Australia, losing to
Bruno Julie in the semi-finals of the bantamweight (54 kg) category.)
reg.

Melbourne Exhibition Centre
(Boxing at the 2006 Commonwealth Games) Boxing at the 2006 Commonwealth Games was held at the Melbourne
Exhibition Centre.)
(Mmoloki Nogeng) Mmoloki Nogeng (born May 30, 1982) is a boxer from Botswana.)
(Mmoloki Nogeng) Nogeng won a bronze medal at the 2006 Commonwealth Games in Melbourne, Australia, losing to
Bruno Julie in the semi-finals of the bantamweight (54 kg) category.)

GT

Melbourne, Australia
(Mmoloki Nogeng) Nogeng won a bronze medal at the 2006 Commonwealth Games in Melbourne, Australia, losing to
Bruno Julie in the semi-finals of the bantamweight (54 kg) category.)
(Boxing at the 2006 Commonwealth Games) Boxing at the 2006 Commonwealth Games was held at the Melbourne
Exhibition Centre.)
Where’s Officer Tuba? is a comedy film that stars which Hong Kong-based actress? (5ac538025542996feb3fea41)

BL

Joey Wong
(Joey Wong) Joey Wong Cho-Yee (AKA Joey Wang, Wang Tsu Hsien, or Joey Ong Jyo Han/Hen) (, born January 31,
1967) is a Hong Kong based Taiwanese-born actress.)
(Where’s Officer Tuba?) Where’s Officer Tuba?)
(Where’s Officer Tuba?) is a 1986 Hong Kong action comedy film directed by Philip Chan and Ricky Lau and starring
Sammo Hung, David Chiang, Jacky Cheung and Joey Wong.)

PH

Joey Wong
(Where’s Officer Tuba?) is a 1986 Hong Kong action comedy film directed by Philip Chan and Ricky Lau and starring
Sammo Hung, David Chiang, Jacky Cheung and Joey Wong.)
(Joey Wong) Joey Wong Cho-Yee (AKA Joey Wang, Wang Tsu Hsien, or Joey Ong Jyo Han/Hen) (, born January 31,
1967) is a Hong Kong based Taiwanese-born actress.)

S&F Joey Wong Cho-Yee
(Joey Wong) Joey Wong Cho-Yee (AKA Joey Wang, Wang Tsu Hsien, or Joey Ong Jyo Han/Hen) (, born January 31,
1967) is a Hong Kong based Taiwanese-born actress.)
(Where’s Officer Tuba?) Where’s Officer Tuba?)
(Where’s Officer Tuba?) is a 1986 Hong Kong action comedy film directed by Philip Chan and Ricky Lau and starring
Sammo Hung, David Chiang, Jacky Cheung and Joey Wong.)
reg.

Joey Wong
(Joey Wong) Joey Wong Cho-Yee (AKA Joey Wang, Wang Tsu Hsien, or Joey Ong Jyo Han/Hen) (, born January 31,
1967) is a Hong Kong based Taiwanese-born actress.)
(Where’s Officer Tuba?) Where’s Officer Tuba?)
(Where’s Officer Tuba?) is a 1986 Hong Kong action comedy film directed by Philip Chan and Ricky Lau and starring
Sammo Hung, David Chiang, Jacky Cheung and Joey Wong.)

GT

Joey Wong Cho-Yee
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(Where’s Officer Tuba?) is a 1986 Hong Kong action comedy film directed by Philip Chan and Ricky Lau and starring
Sammo Hung, David Chiang, Jacky Cheung and Joey Wong.)
(Joey Wong) Joey Wong Cho-Yee (AKA Joey Wang, Wang Tsu Hsien, or Joey Ong Jyo Han/Hen) (, born January 31,
1967) is a Hong Kong based Taiwanese-born actress.)
Are William Kronick and Jon Turteltaub both television writers ? (5adf72d35542992d7e9f9369)
BL

yes
(William Kronick) William Kronick is an American film and television writer, director and producer.)
(Jon Turteltaub) Jonathan Charles Turteltaub (born August 8, 1963) is an American film director and producer.)

PH

yes
(Jon Turteltaub) Jonathan Charles Turteltaub (born August 8, 1963) is an American film director and producer.)
(William Kronick) William Kronick is an American film and television writer, director and producer.)

S&F no
(William Kronick) William Kronick is an American film and television writer, director and producer.)
(Jon Turteltaub) Jonathan Charles Turteltaub (born August 8, 1963) is an American film director and producer.)
reg.

yes
(William Kronick) William Kronick is an American film and television writer, director and producer.)
(Jon Turteltaub) Jonathan Charles Turteltaub (born August 8, 1963) is an American film director and producer.)

GT

no
(William Kronick) William Kronick is an American film and television writer, director and producer.)
(Jon Turteltaub) Jonathan Charles Turteltaub (born August 8, 1963) is an American film director and producer.)
Jal Pari, which translated in another language refers to which legendary creature which are sometimes associated with perilous
events such as floods, storm,s shipwrecks, and drownings? (5ae0ae4555429945ae959419)

BL

Mermaid
(Jal Pari (album)) Jal Pari (Urdu for ”Mermaid”) is Atif Aslam’s first solo album after he left the Pakistani rock group,
Jal, released on 17 July 2004.)
(Mermaid) A mermaid is a legendary aquatic creature with the head and upper body of a female human and the tail of
a fish.)
(Mermaid) Mermaids are sometimes associated with perilous events such as floods, storms, shipwrecks and drownings.)
(Jal Pari (TV series)) Jal Pari (Urdu: �� ��� , English: ”Undine”) is a 2011 Pakistani drama serial aired on the Geo TV,
directed by Sarmad Sultan Khoosat and written by ”Sarmad Sehbai”.)

PH

Mermaid
(Jal Pari (album)) Jal Pari (Urdu for ”Mermaid”) is Atif Aslam’s first solo album after he left the Pakistani rock group,
Jal, released on 17 July 2004.)
(Mermaid) Mermaids are sometimes associated with perilous events such as floods, storms, shipwrecks and drownings.)

S&F Mermaid
(Jal Pari (album)) Jal Pari (Urdu for ”Mermaid”) is Atif Aslam’s first solo album after he left the Pakistani rock group,
Jal, released on 17 July 2004.)
(Mermaid) A mermaid is a legendary aquatic creature with the head and upper body of a female human and the tail of
a fish.)
(Mermaid) Mermaids are sometimes associated with perilous events such as floods, storms, shipwrecks and drownings.)
reg.

Mermaid
(Jal Pari (album)) Jal Pari (Urdu for ”Mermaid”) is Atif Aslam’s first solo album after he left the Pakistani rock group,
Jal, released on 17 July 2004.)
(Mermaid) A mermaid is a legendary aquatic creature with the head and upper body of a female human and the tail of
a fish.)
(Mermaid) Mermaids are sometimes associated with perilous events such as floods, storms, shipwrecks and drownings.)
(Jal Pari (TV series)) Jal Pari (Urdu: �� ��� , English: ”Undine”) is a 2011 Pakistani drama serial aired on the Geo TV,
directed by Sarmad Sultan Khoosat and written by ”Sarmad Sehbai”.)

GT

A mermaid
(Jal Pari (album)) Jal Pari (Urdu for ”Mermaid”) is Atif Aslam’s first solo album after he left the Pakistani rock group,
Jal, released on 17 July 2004.)
(Mermaid) A mermaid is a legendary aquatic creature with the head and upper body of a female human and the tail of
a fish.)
(Mermaid) Mermaids are sometimes associated with perilous events such as floods, storms, shipwrecks and drownings.)
Who has the highest scope in profession in Rob Thomas or James Dean Bradfield (5ae234005542994d89d5b392)

BL

James Dean Bradfield
(James Dean Bradfield) James Dean Bradfield (born 21 February 1969) is a Welsh singer-songwriter, musician and
record producer.)
(James Dean Bradfield) He is known for being the lead guitarist and lead vocalist for the Welsh alternative rock band
Manic Street Preachers.)
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PH

James Dean Bradfield
(James Dean Bradfield) He is known for being the lead guitarist and lead vocalist for the Welsh alternative rock band
Manic Street Preachers.)
(James Dean Bradfield) James Dean Bradfield (born 21 February 1969) is a Welsh singer-songwriter, musician and
record producer.)

S&F Robert Kelly Thomas
(Rob Thomas (musician)) Robert Kelly Thomas (born February 14, 1972) is an American singer, songwriter, record
producer and multi-instrumentalist, best known as the lead singer of Alternative band Matchbox 20.)
(James Dean Bradfield) James Dean Bradfield (born 21 February 1969) is a Welsh singer-songwriter, musician and
record producer.)
reg.

Robert Kelly Thomas
(Rob Thomas (musician)) Robert Kelly Thomas (born February 14, 1972) is an American singer, songwriter, record
producer and multi-instrumentalist, best known as the lead singer of Alternative band Matchbox 20.)
(Rob Thomas (musician)) Thomas also records and performs as a solo artist with ”Lonely No More” released in 2005
becoming his biggest solo chart success.)
(James Dean Bradfield) James Dean Bradfield (born 21 February 1969) is a Welsh singer-songwriter, musician and
record producer.)
(James Dean Bradfield) He is known for being the lead guitarist and lead vocalist for the Welsh alternative rock band
Manic Street Preachers.)

GT

James Dean Bradfield
(James Dean Bradfield) James Dean Bradfield (born 21 February 1969) is a Welsh singer-songwriter, musician and
record producer.)
(Rob Thomas (musician)) Robert Kelly Thomas (born February 14, 1972) is an American singer, songwriter, record
producer and multi-instrumentalist, best known as the lead singer of Alternative band Matchbox 20.)
The

1st

Virginia

Regiment

saw

action

at

a

battle

that

led

to

the

departure

of

what

Royal

Governor?

(5ae2ee5e5542991a06ce990a)
BL

Lord Dunmore
(1st Virginia Regiment) The regiment saw action at the Battle of Great Bridge, New York Campaign, Battle of Trenton,
Battle of Princeton, Battle of Brandywine, Battle of Germantown, Battle of Monmouth, Battle of Stony Point and the
Siege of Charleston.)
(Battle of Great Bridge) The Battle of Great Bridge was fought December 9, 1775, in the area of Great Bridge, Virginia,
early in the American Revolutionary War.)
(Battle of Great Bridge) The victory by colonial Virginia militia forces led to the departure of Royal Governor Lord
Dunmore and any remaining vestiges of British power over the Colony of Virginia during the early days of the conflict.)

PH

Lord Dunmore
(1st Virginia Regiment) The regiment saw action at the Battle of Great Bridge, New York Campaign, Battle of Trenton,
Battle of Princeton, Battle of Brandywine, Battle of Germantown, Battle of Monmouth, Battle of Stony Point and the
Siege of Charleston.)
(Battle of Great Bridge) The victory by colonial Virginia militia forces led to the departure of Royal Governor Lord
Dunmore and any remaining vestiges of British power over the Colony of Virginia during the early days of the conflict.)

S&F Lord Dunmore
(1st Virginia Regiment) The regiment saw action at the Battle of Great Bridge, New York Campaign, Battle of Trenton,
Battle of Princeton, Battle of Brandywine, Battle of Germantown, Battle of Monmouth, Battle of Stony Point and the
Siege of Charleston.)
(Battle of Great Bridge) The victory by colonial Virginia militia forces led to the departure of Royal Governor Lord
Dunmore and any remaining vestiges of British power over the Colony of Virginia during the early days of the conflict.)
reg.

Lord Dunmore
(1st Virginia Regiment) The 1st Virginia Regiment was raised, on July 17, 1775, at Williamsburg, Virginia as a state
militia unit and later for service with the (U.S.) Continental Army.)
(1st Virginia Regiment) The regiment saw action at the Battle of Great Bridge, New York Campaign, Battle of Trenton,
Battle of Princeton, Battle of Brandywine, Battle of Germantown, Battle of Monmouth, Battle of Stony Point and the
Siege of Charleston.)
(Battle of Great Bridge) The Battle of Great Bridge was fought December 9, 1775, in the area of Great Bridge, Virginia,
early in the American Revolutionary War.)
(Battle of Great Bridge) The victory by colonial Virginia militia forces led to the departure of Royal Governor Lord
Dunmore and any remaining vestiges of British power over the Colony of Virginia during the early days of the conflict.)

GT

Royal Governor Lord Dunmore
(1st Virginia Regiment) The regiment saw action at the Battle of Great Bridge, New York Campaign, Battle of Trenton,
Battle of Princeton, Battle of Brandywine, Battle of Germantown, Battle of Monmouth, Battle of Stony Point and the
Siege of Charleston.)
(Battle of Great Bridge) The victory by colonial Virginia militia forces led to the departure of Royal Governor Lord
Dunmore and any remaining vestiges of British power over the Colony of Virginia during the early days of the conflict.)
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How many albums does the duo who sang ”Yesterday Once More” have? (5ae56c875542990ba0bbb2a2)
BL

11
(The Carpenters) During their 14-year career, the Carpenters recorded 11 albums, 31 singles, five television specials,
and a short-lived television series.)
(Yesterday Once More (album)) Yesterday Once More is a 2-disc compilation album by US pop group The Carpenters.)

PH

11
(Yesterday Once More (album)) Yesterday Once More is a 2-disc compilation album by US pop group The Carpenters.)
(The Carpenters) During their 14-year career, the Carpenters recorded 11 albums, 31 singles, five television specials,
and a short-lived television series.)

S&F 11
(The Carpenters) The Carpenters were an American vocal and instrumental duo consisting of siblings Karen (1950-1983)
and Richard Carpenter (b. 1946).)
(The Carpenters) During their 14-year career, the Carpenters recorded 11 albums, 31 singles, five television specials,
and a short-lived television series.)
(Yesterday Once More (album)) Yesterday Once More is a 2-disc compilation album by US pop group The Carpenters.)
reg.

11
(The Carpenters) The Carpenters were an American vocal and instrumental duo consisting of siblings Karen (1950-1983)
and Richard Carpenter (b. 1946).)
(The Carpenters) During their 14-year career, the Carpenters recorded 11 albums, 31 singles, five television specials,
and a short-lived television series.)
(Yesterday Once More (album)) Yesterday Once More is a 2-disc compilation album by US pop group The Carpenters.)

GT

11 albums
(Yesterday Once More (album)) Yesterday Once More is a 2-disc compilation album by US pop group The Carpenters.)
(The Carpenters) During their 14-year career, the Carpenters recorded 11 albums, 31 singles, five television specials,
and a short-lived television series.)
When was the host of the Los Angeles talk radio program Religion on the Line born? (5ae634355542995703ce8b41)

BL

August 2, 1948
(Religion on the Line) Religion on the Line is the name of a number of local talk radio programs, where a variety of
clergy members discuss religious and other topics.)
(Religion on the Line) On KABC in Los Angeles, it was hosted by Dennis Prager.)
(Dennis Prager) Dennis Mark Prager ( ; born August 2, 1948) is an American conservative and nationally syndicated
radio talk show host, columnist, author, and public speaker.)

PH

August 2, 1948
(Religion on the Line) On KABC in Los Angeles, it was hosted by Dennis Prager.)
(Dennis Prager) Dennis Mark Prager ( ; born August 2, 1948) is an American conservative and nationally syndicated
radio talk show host, columnist, author, and public speaker.)

S&F August 2, 1948
(Religion on the Line) Religion on the Line is the name of a number of local talk radio programs, where a variety of
clergy members discuss religious and other topics.)
(Religion on the Line) On KABC in Los Angeles, it was hosted by Dennis Prager.)
(Dennis Prager) Dennis Mark Prager ( ; born August 2, 1948) is an American conservative and nationally syndicated
radio talk show host, columnist, author, and public speaker.)
reg.

August 2, 1948
(Religion on the Line) Religion on the Line is the name of a number of local talk radio programs, where a variety of
clergy members discuss religious and other topics.)
(Religion on the Line) On KABC in Los Angeles, it was hosted by Dennis Prager.)
(Dennis Prager) Dennis Mark Prager ( ; born August 2, 1948) is an American conservative and nationally syndicated
radio talk show host, columnist, author, and public speaker.)

GT

August 2, 1948
(Religion on the Line) Religion on the Line is the name of a number of local talk radio programs, where a variety of
clergy members discuss religious and other topics.)
(Religion on the Line) On KABC in Los Angeles, it was hosted by Dennis Prager.)
(Dennis Prager) Dennis Mark Prager ( ; born August 2, 1948) is an American conservative and nationally syndicated
radio talk show host, columnist, author, and public speaker.)
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A.3

Additional User Study Results

A.3.1

Model Comparison
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Figure 38: True positive and negative subject ratings of model correctness.
Our boxplot definition is described in Figure 24.
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Figure 39: F1 of the subjects’ correctness ratings.
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Figure 40: Mean average true positive and true negative ratios for the first
and second half of the study (opaque lines) and rolling mean averages over
question positions with window size 13 (half-transaparent lines).
A.3.2

Relations Between Dependent Variables
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Figure 41: Pointwise biserial correlation coefficient. Significance levels are
corrected using Bonferroni correction (∗ : p ≤ 0.05, ∗∗ : p ≤ 0.01, ∗ ∗ ∗ : p ≤
0.001 and ∗ ∗ ∗∗ : p ≤ 0.0001).
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Figure 42: Kendall’s τ . Data averaged by question ID and condition. Significance levels are Bonferroni-corrected (∗ : p ≤ 0.05, ∗∗ : p ≤ 0.01,
∗ ∗ ∗ : p ≤ 0.001 and ∗ ∗ ∗∗ : p ≤ 0.0001).
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Figure 43: Odds ratio between binary variables. Only well-defined values
below the diagonal are shown (missing values either have an odds ratio
of zero or infinity). Colors correspond to log odds ratios. Significant pairs
(Bonferroni-corrected) are marked with asterisks (∗ : p ≤ 0.05, ∗∗ : p ≤ 0.01,
∗ ∗ ∗ : p ≤ 0.001 and ∗ ∗ ∗∗ : p ≤ 0.0001).
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